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ABSTRACT
Upper Estimates for Banach Spaces. (August 2009)
Daniel Becker Freeman, B.S., Guilford College
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Thomas Schlumprecht
We study the relationship of dominance for sequences and trees in Banach
spaces. In the context of sequences, we prove that domination of weakly null sequences
is a uniform property. More precisely, if (vi) is a normalized basic sequence and X is a
Banach space such that every normalized weakly null sequence in X has a subsequence
that is dominated by (vi), then there exists a uniform constant C ≥ 1 such that every
normalized weakly null sequence in X has a subsequence that is C-dominated by (vi).
We prove as well that if V = (vi)
∞
i=1 satisfies some general conditions, then a Banach
space X with separable dual has subsequential V upper tree estimates if and only if
it embeds into a Banach space with a shrinking FDD which satisfies subsequential
V upper block estimates. We apply this theorem to Tsirelson spaces to prove that
for all countable ordinals α there exists a Banach space X with Szlenk index at most
ωαω+1 which is universal for all Banach spaces with Szlenk index at most ωαω.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background
A Banach space is a complete normed vector space. The generality of this definition
leads to a huge variety in the class of Banach spaces. Because of this, many of the
tools and properties used to study Banach spaces can only be applied in certain
cases. Researchers often get around this problem by exploiting relations between the
Banach space they are studying and ones which are well understood or have a strong
property. For example, not every separable Banach space has a basis. However,
every separable Banach space is isometric to a subspace of C([0, 1]), which has a
basis. This is one reason why Banach spaces are often studied in the context being
subspaces of C([0, 1]). With this idea in mind, understanding particular relationships
between Banach spaces is not only of intrinsic interest, but can also be applied to
study particular Banach spaces themselves. The general theme of this dissertation
relates to studying the relationship of domination and upper estimates, together with
some of their applications.
Definition A.1. If (xi)
∞
i=1 and (yi)
∞
i=1 are sequences in (possibly different) Banach
spaces and C > 0 is a constant, we say that (xi) C-dominates (yi) if
‖
∑
aixi‖ ≥ C‖
∑
aiyi‖ for all (ai) ∈ c00.
We say that (xi)
∞
i=1 dominates (yi)
∞
i=1 if (xi)
∞
i=1 C-dominates (yi)
∞
i=1 for some C > 0.
Thus domination is a relationship between sequences in Banach spaces. A quick
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2example of the utility of this relationship arises when studying weak convergence. For
example, it is easy to show that if (xi) is weakly null and (xi) dominates (yi) then
(yi) is weakly null. Similarly, if (xi) is weakly Cauchy and (xi) dominates (yi) then
(yi) is weakly Cauchy. For many of the studied properties, it is often the case that
normalized weakly null sequences contain a subsequence having that property. Some
important examples of this is the fact that every normalized weakly null sequence
has a basic subsequence and the fact that every normalized weakly null sequence has
a subsequence with an unconditional spreading model. In the subsequent chapter
we will consider how domination relates to subsequences of normalized weakly null
sequences. In particular, we will prove that domination is a uniform relationship.
The relationships of domination and upper estimates have become more pertinent
in recent years due to their extension from sequences to trees and finite dimensional
decompositions (FDD) [OS1]. One application of this is that the Szlenk index of a
Banach space with separable dual can be measured using upper estimates of Tsirelson
spaces [OSZ3]. We will first give a basic introduction to FDDs, and then discuss upper
estimates for FDDs and show how they are naturally related to upper estimates for
weakly null trees.
Definition A.2. A finite dimensional decompostion or FDD for an infinite dimen-
sional Banach space X, is a sequence of nonzero finite dimensional subspaces (En)
∞
n=1
of X such that for every x ∈ X there exists a unique sequence of vectors (xi) in X
such that xi ∈ Ei for all i ∈ N and
∑∞
i=1 xi converges to x in norm. We denote the
support of the vector
∑∞
i=1 xi by suppE(x) = {i ∈ N|xi 6= 0}.
An FDD (Fi) is called a blocking of (Ei) if Fi =
∑Ni+1−1
j=Ni
Ej for some sequence
(Ni) ∈ [N]ω with N1 = 1. A sequence (xi) in X is called a block sequence of (Ei) if
there exists a blocking (Fi) of (Ei) such that xi ∈ Fi for all i ∈ N. An FDD is called
3shrinking if every block sequence is weakly null. An FDD is called boundedly complete
if every block sequence is boundedly complete, or in other words if (yi)
∞
i=1 is a block
sequence of (Fi) such that supn∈N ‖
∑n
i=1 yi‖ < ∞ then the series
∑∞
i=1 yi converges
in norm. If C ≥ 1 is a constant, then an FDD is called C-unconditional if every block
sequence is C-unconditional, or equivalently if i = ±1 and vi ∈ Ei for all i ∈ N then
‖∑ ivi‖ ≤ C‖∑ vi‖. An FDD is called unconditional if it is C-unconditional for
some C ≥ 1.
Finite dimensional decompositions can be thought of as a generalization of bases,
and are useful in many of the same ways that bases are. One of these ways, which
is particularly relevant to us, is in determining when a Banach space is reflexive
or has separable dual. As is the case for bases, a Banach space with an FDD is
reflexive if and only if the FDD is shrinking and boundedly complete. Furthermore,
if a Banach space has a shrinking FDD then it has separable dual. Zippin proved
that every Banach space with separable dual embeds into a Banach space with a
shrinking basis. We will quantify this result by considering upper estimates of FDDs
and upper tree estimates. In particular, we will show that every Banach space with
separable dual satisfies some subsequential upper tree estimate and embeds into a
Banach space with an FDD which satisfies the same subsequential upper estimate.
This particular upper estimate will be determined by the Szlenk index of the space,
which can be considered as measuring the size of a Banach space’s dual. We define
now subsequential upper estimates for FDDs.
Definition A.3. If V = (vi)
∞
i=1 is an unconditional sequence in some Banach space,
(Ei)
∞
i=1 is an FDD for some Banach space X, and C > 0 is a constant then we say that
(Ei) satisfies subsequential C-V -upper estimates if every normalized block sequence
(yi) of (Ei) is C-dominated by (vminsupp(yi)). We say that (Ei) satisfies subsequential
4V -upper estimates if (Ei) satisfies subsequential C-V -upper estimates for some C > 0.
Thus this relationship between the sequence (vi) and the FDD (Ei) is an exten-
sion of domination to blocks of an FDD. The upper estimate here is referred to as
subsequential as each block of (Ei) is dominated by a corresponding subsequence of
V . We can now consider the analogue of our example of weak convergence. In this
scenario, it is easy to show that if V = (vi)
∞
i=1 is weakly null and (Ei) is an FDD
for a Banach space X which satisfies subsequential V -upper estimates then (Ei) is
shrinking. Thus in particular X has separable dual. The class of Banach spaces of
separable dual is an interesting and important class, and these upper estimates give
one way of determining when a Banach space is an element of it.
When a Banach space X has an FDD (Ei)
∞
i=1 with some particular property,
there is often some related structure which is imposed on the subspaces of X. This
subspace structure can often be intrinsically characterized as a tree property. Before
defining the tree property which corresponds to subsequential upper estimates, we
first need to define weakly null even trees. Each even tree will be a family in a Banach
space indexed by
T even∞ = {(n1, n2, ..., n2`) : n1 < n2 < ... < n2` are in N and ` ∈ N}.
Definition A.4. If X is a Banach space, an indexed family (xα)α∈T even∞ ⊂ X is called
an even tree. Sequences of the form (xn1,...,n2`−1,k)
∞
k=n2`−1+1 are called nodes. Sequences
of the form (n2`−1, xn1,...,n2`)
∞
`=1 are called branches. A normalized tree, i.e. one with
||xα|| = 1 for all α ∈ T even∞ , is called weakly null if every node is a weakly null sequence.
If Z is a Banach space with an FDD (En), and X is a closed subspace of Z
then any weakly null even tree in X has a branch (n2`−1, xn1,...,n2`)
∞
`=1 such that
(xn1,...,n2`)
∞
`=1 is equivalent to a block sequence (y`)
∞
`=1 with respect to (En) so that
5minsupp(y`) = n2`−1. Thus if (En) satisfies subsequential V -upper block estimates,
then every weakly null even tree in X has a branch (n2`−1, xn1,...,n2`)
∞
`=1 such that
(xn1,...,n2`)
∞
`=1 is dominated by (vn2`−1)
∞
`=1. This example also illustrates why we
need even trees, as opposed to trees which are of the form (x(n1,...,nk))(n1,...,nk)∈[N]<ω .
To consider V -upper tree estimates, we need a branch to contain both a sequence
(xn1,...,n2`)
∞
`=1 as well as the subsequence of (vi) which dominates it. If (vi) were sub-
symmetric, then the trees we would consider would not need to be even. We make
these ideas into a coordinate free condition with the following definition.
Definition A.5. Let X be a Banach space, V = (vi) be a normalized 1-unconditional
basis, and 1 ≤ C < ∞. We say that X satisfies subsequential C-V -upper tree esti-
mates if every weakly null even tree (xα)α∈T even∞ in X has a branch (n2`−1, xn1,...,n2`)
∞
`=1
such that (xn1,...,n2`)
∞
`=1 is C-dominated by (vn2`−1)
∞
`=1.
We say that X satisfies subsequential V -upper tree estimates if it satisfies subse-
quential C-V -upper tree estimates for some 1 ≤ C <∞.
If X is a subspace of a dual space, we say that X satisfies subsequential C-
V -lower w∗tree estimates if every w∗ null even tree (xα)α∈T even∞ in X has a branch
(n2`−1, xn1,...,n2`)
∞
`=1 such that (xn1,...,n2`)
∞
`=1 C-dominates (vn2`−1)
∞
`=1.
B. Weakly Null Trees vs Weakly Null Sequences
One reason that weakly null trees were introduced was to give an intrinsic charac-
terization of when a Banach space embeds into a Banach space with an FDD having
some desired property. Before then, it was hoped that it would be possible to describe
this characterization in terms of subsequences of normalized weakly null sequences.
However, examples showed that this was not true. For instance, for each 1 < p <∞,
Odell and Schlumprecht created a reflexive Banach space X with the property that
6there exists a constant C > 1 such that every normalized weakly null sequence in X
has a subsequence C-equivalent to the usual basis for `p, but there exists a normalized
weakly tree in X such that no branch is equivalent to the usual basis for `p. Thus in
particular, the space X does not embed into a space of the form (
∑∞
i=1Ei)`p where
Ei is finite dimensional for all 1 ≤ i <∞. Unfortunately, the space they constructed
is technical and somewhat difficult to understand. We show here that actually this
property can be witnessed by a simple and classical construction.
Theorem B.1. If 1 < p <∞, then the Banach space X = (∑∞n=1(∑nk=1 `p)`1)`p has
the property that for all  > 0 every weakly null sequence in SX has a subsequence
(2 + )-equivalent to the usual basis for `p, but there exists a weakly null tree in SX
such that no branch is dominated by the usual basis for `p.
Proof. We denote the usual basis for X = (
∑∞
n=1(
∑n
k=1 `p)`1)`p by (en,k,i) with
biorthogonal functionals (e∗n,k,i). In other words, if (ai,k,n) ∈ c00(N3) then∥∥∥ ∞∑
n=1
n∑
k=1
∞∑
i=1
an,k,ien,k,i
∥∥∥
X
=
( ∞∑
n=1
( n∑
k=1
( ∞∑
i=1
|ai,k,n|p
)1/p)p)1/p
.
For each k ≤ n, we denote Xkn := spani∈N(en,k,i) and for each n ∈ N we denote
Xn := spank≤n,i∈N(en,k,i) = (
∑n
k=1X
k
n)`1 . We will use PXkn and PXn to denote the
natural projections of X onto Xkn and Xn respectively.
We claim that X contains a normalized weakly null tree such that no branch
is equivalent to the usual basis for `p. Indeed, the basis (en,k,i) can be given a
tree structure that witnesses this. To show this we lexicographically order the set
{(n, k) ∈ N2|n ∈ N, k ≤ n} into (ni, ki)∞i=1. We define the normalized weakly null tree
(x`1,...,`j)(`1,...,`j)∈[N]<ω by x`1,...,`j = enj ,kj ,`j for each (`1, . . . , `j) ∈ [N]<ω. This tree does
not have a branch equivalent to the unit vector basis for `p as for each n ∈ N every
branch has a finite subsequence equivalent to the unit vector basis of `n1 .
7Thus we just need to show for each  > 0 that every normalized weakly null
sequence in X has a subsequence (2 + )-equivalent to the usual basis for `p. Let
(xj)
∞
i=1 ⊂ SX be weakly null and let  > 0. We will first show that (xj) has a
subsequence which dominates the usual basis for `p. For x ∈ X, we will denote the
support of x by supp(x) := {(n, k, i)|e∗n,k,i(x) 6= 0}. By passing to a subsequence of
(xj) and perturbing, we may assume that supp(xj) ∩ supp(xi) = ∅ if i 6= j. We let
(bj) ∈ c00 and calculate the following.
(
∞∑
j=1
|bj|p)1/p = (
∞∑
j=1
|bj|p‖xj‖pX)1/p
=
( ∞∑
j=1
|bj|p
∞∑
n=1
(
n∑
k=1
‖PXknxj‖X)p
)1/p
=
( ∞∑
n=1
(( ∞∑
j=1
(
n∑
k=1
‖PXknbjxj‖X)p
)1/p)p)1/p
=
( ∞∑
n=1
( ∞∑
j=1
aj
n∑
k=1
‖PXknbjxj‖X
)p)1/p
for some (aj) ∈ S`∗p = S`p′
=
( ∞∑
n=1
( n∑
k=1
∞∑
j=1
aj‖PXknbjxj‖X
)p)1/p
≤
( ∞∑
n=1
( n∑
k=1
(
∞∑
j=1
‖PXknbjxj‖pX)1/p
)p)1/p
by Ho¨lder’s inequality
= ‖
∞∑
j=1
bjxj‖X because supp(xj) ∩ supp(xi) = ∅ if i 6= j.
Hence, (xj) 1-dominates the usual basis for `p. Since the above argument included
passing to a perturbation of a subsequence of (xj), we deduce that every normalized
weakly null sequence in X has a subsequence which (1 + )-dominates the usual basis
for `p.
We will now show that (xj) has a subsequence which is dominated by the usual
8basis for `p. After passing to a perturbation of a subsequence of (xj), we may as-
sume that there exists (Nn) ∈ [N]ω and (an,k) ∈ (
∑∞
n=1 `
n
1 )`p such that the following
conditions are satisfied.
(i) supp(xi) ∩ supp(xj) = ∅ if i 6= j,
(ii) xj ∈ (
∑Nj
n=1Xn)`p for all j ∈ N,
(iii) ‖PXknxj‖X = an,k for all k ≤ n and all j ∈ N such that Nj−1 ≥ n.
We now fix (bj)
∞
j=1 ∈ c00. We first fix n ∈ N and estimate ‖PXn(
∑∞
j=1 bjxj)‖. Let
m ∈ N such that Nm−1 < n ≤ Nm.
‖PXn(
∞∑
j=1
bjxj)‖ ≤ ‖PXnbmxm‖+
n∑
k=1
(
∞∑
j=m+1
|an,kbj|p)1/p by (ii) and (iii)
= |bm|‖PXnxm‖+
n∑
k=1
|an,k|(
∞∑
j=m+1
|bj|p)1/p
= |bm|‖PXnxm‖+ ‖PXnxM‖(
∞∑
j=m+1
|bj|p)1/p for all M ≥ m+ 1
= |bm|‖PXnxm‖+ (
∞∑
j=m+1
|bj|p‖PXnxj‖p)1/p.
We thus have that ‖PXn(
∑∞
j=1 bjxj)‖ ≤ |bm|‖PXnxm‖ + (
∑∞
j=m+1 |bj|p‖PXnxj‖p)1/p.
We are now prepared to estimate ‖∑∞j=1 bjxj‖.
9‖
∞∑
j=1
bjxj‖p =
∞∑
m=1
Nm∑
n=Nm−1+1
‖PXn(
∞∑
j=1
xj)‖p
≤
∞∑
m=1
Nm∑
n=Nm−1+1
(|bm|‖PXnxm‖+ (
∞∑
j=m+1
|bj|p‖PXnxj‖p)1/p)p
≤
∞∑
m=1
Nm∑
n=Nm−1+1
2p|bm|p‖PXnxm‖p + 2p
∞∑
j=m+1
|bj|p‖PXnxj‖p
=
∞∑
m=1
Nm∑
n=Nm−1+1
2p
∞∑
j=1
|bj|p‖PXnxj‖p by (ii)
= 2p
∞∑
j=1
|bj|p
∞∑
n=1
‖PXnxj‖p
= 2p
∞∑
j=1
|bj|p as
∞∑
n=1
‖PXnxj‖p = ‖xj‖p = 1
Thus we have that (xj) is 2-dominated by the usual basis for `p. We thus conclude
that every normalized weakly null sequence in X has a subsequence which is (2 + )-
equivalent to the usual basis for `p.
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CHAPTER II
WEAKLY NULL SEQUENCES WITH UPPER ESTIMATES
A. Introduction
The work in this chapter was published in the paper Weakly null sequences with up-
per estimates, Studia Mathematica 184 (2008), no. 1, 79–102 [F]. We thank the
editors of Studia Mathematica for allowing the paper to be included here. In some
circumstances, local estimates give rise to uniform global estimates. An elementary
example of this is that every continuous function on a compact metric space is uni-
formly continuous. Uniform estimates are especially pertinent in functional analysis,
as one of the cornerstones to the subject is the Uniform Boundedness Principle. Be-
cause uniform estimates are always desirable, it is important to determine when they
occur. In this paper, we are concerned with uniform upper estimates of weakly null
sequences in a Banach space. Before stating precisely what we mean by this, we give
some historical context.
For each 1 < p <∞, Johnson and Odell [JO] have constructed a Banach space X
such that every normalized weakly null sequence in X has a subsequence equivalent to
the standard basis for `p, and yet there is no fixed C ≥ 1 such that every normalized
weakly null sequence in X has a subsequence C−equivalent to the standard basis for
`p. A basic sequence (xi) is equivalent to the unit vector basis for `p if it has both a
lower and an upper `p estimate. That is there exist constants C,K ≥ 1 such that:
1
K
(
∑
|ai|p)1/p ≤ ||
∑
aixi|| ≤ C(
∑
|ai|p)1/p ∀(ai) ∈ c00.
The examples of Johnson and Odell show that the upper constant C and the lower
constant K cannot always both be chosen uniformly. It is somewhat surprising then
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that Knaust and Odell proved [KO2] that the upper estimate can always be chosen
uniformly. Specifically, they proved that for every Banach space X if each normalized
weakly null sequence in X has a subsequence with an upper `p estimate, then there
exists a constant C ≥ 1 such that each normalized weakly null sequence in X has a
subsequence with a C-upper `p estimate. They also proved earlier the corresponding
theorem for upper c0 estimates [KO1]. The standard bases for `p, 1 < p <∞ and c0
enjoy many strong properties which Knaust and Odell employ in their papers. It is
natural to ask what are some necessary and sufficient properties for a basic sequence
to have in order to guarantee the uniform upper estimate. In this paper we show that
actually all semi-normalized basic sequences give uniform upper estimates. We make
the following definition to formalize this.
Definition A.1. Let V = (vn)
∞
n=1 be a semi-normalized basic sequence. A Banach
space X has property (SV ) if every normalized weakly null sequence (xn) in X has a
subsequence (yn) such that for some constant C <∞
∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
n=1
αnyn
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ C for all (αn) ∈ c00 with
∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
n=1
αnvn
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ 1. (2.1)
X has property (UV ) if C may be chosen uniformly. We say that (yn) has a
C-upper V -estimate (or that V C-dominates (yn)) if (1) holds for C, and that (yn)
has an upper V -estimate (or that V dominates (yn)) if (1) holds for some C.
Using these definitions, we can formulate the main theorem of our paper as:
Theorem A.2. A Banach space has property (SV ) if and only if it has property (UV ).
(SV ) and (UV ) are isomorphic properties of V , so it is sufficient to prove Theorem
A.2 for only normalized bimonotone basic sequences. This is because every semi-
normalized basic sequence is equivalent to a normalized bimonotone basic sequence.
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Indeed, if 0 < A ≤ ||vi|| ≤ B for all i ∈ N, then we can define a new norm ||| · ||| on
[vi] by |||x||| = 1B supn<m ||P[n,m]x||∨supi∈N |v∗i (x)| for all x ∈ [vi] where P[n,m] denotes
the projection of [vi] onto the the span of {vn, ..., vm}. The norm ||| · ||| is equivalent
to || · || on [vi] and (vi) is normalized and bimonotone in the new norm.
In section 2 we present the necessary definitions and reformulate our main results.
We break up the main proof into two parts which we give in sections 3 and 4. In
section 5 we give some illustrative examples which show in particular that our result
is a genuine extension of [KO2] and not just a corollary.
For a Banach space X we use the notation BX to mean the closed unit ball of
X and SX to mean the unit sphere of X. If F ⊂ X we denote [F ] to be the closed
linear span of F in X. If N is a sequence in N, we denote [N ]ω to be the set of all
infinite subsequences of N .
B. Main Results
Here we introduce the main definitions and theorems of the paper. Many of our
theorems and lemmas are direct generalizations of corresponding results in [KO2].
We specify when we are able to follow the same outline as a proof in [KO2], and also
when we are able to follow a proof exactly.
Definition B.1. Let X be a Banach space and V = (vn)
∞
n=1 be a normalized bimono-
tone basic sequence. With the exception of (ii), the following definitions are adapted
from [KO2].
(i) A sequence (xn) in X is called a uV-sequence if ‖xn‖ ≤ 1 for all n ∈ N, (xn)
converges weakly to 0, and
sup
‖∑∞n=1 αnvn‖≤1
∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
n=1
αnxn
∥∥∥∥∥ <∞.
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(xn) is called a C-uV-sequence if
sup
‖∑∞n=1 αnvn‖≤1
∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
n=1
αnxn
∥∥∥∥∥ < C.
(ii) A sequence (xn) in X is called a hereditary uV-sequence, if every subsequence
of (xn) is a uV -sequence, and is called a hereditary C-uV-sequence if every
subsequence of (xn) is a C-uV -sequence.
(iii) A sequence (xn) in X is called an M-bad-uV sequence for a constant M <∞, if
every subsequence of (xn) is a uV -sequence, and no subsequence of (xn) is an
M-uV -sequence.
(iv) An array (xni )
∞
i,n=1 in X is called a bad uV-array, if each sequence (x
n
i )
∞
i=1 is an
Mn-bad uV -sequence for some constants Mn with Mn →∞.
(v)
(
yki
)∞
i,k=1
is called a subarray of (xni )
∞
i,n=1, if there is a subsequence (nk) of N
such that every sequence
(
yki
)∞
i=1
is a subsequence of (xnki )
∞
i=1.
(vi) A bad uV -array (xni )
∞
i,n=1 is said to satisfy the V-array procedure, if there exists
a subarray (yni ) of (x
n
i ) and there exists (an) ⊆ R+ with an ≤ 2−n, for all
n ∈ N, such that the weakly null sequence (yi) with yi :=
∑∞
n=1 any
n
i has no
uV -subsequence.
(vii) X satisfies the V-array procedure if every bad uV -array in X satisfies the V -array
procedure. X satisfies the V-array procedure for normalized bad uV-arrays if
every normalized bad uV -array in X satisfies the V -array procedure.
Note: A subarray of a bad uV -array is a bad uV -array. Also, a bad uV -array
satisfies the V -array procedure if and only if it has a subarray which satisfies the
V -array procedure.
Our Theorem A.2 is now an easy corollary of the theorem below.
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Theorem B.2. Every Banach space satisfies the V -array procedure for normalized
bad uV -arrays.
Theorem B.2 implies Theorem A.2 because if a Banach space X has property SV
and not UV then there exists a normalized bad uV -array, and the V -array procedure
gives a weakly null sequence in BX which has no uV -subsequence. The sequence must
be semi-normalized, so we could pass to a basic subsequence on which the norm of
each element is essentially constant then renormalize. This would give a weakly null
sequence with no uV -subsequence; contradicting X being UV .
The proof for Theorem B.2 will be given first for the following special case.
Proposition B.3. Let K be a countable compact metric space. Then C(K) satisfies
the V -array procedure.
The case of a general Banach space reduces to this special case by the following
proposition.
Proposition B.4. Let (xni )
∞
i,n=1 be a normalized bad uV -array in a Banach space X.
Then there exists a subarray (yni ) of (x
n
i ) and a countable w
∗-compact subset K of
BY ∗, where Y := [y
n
i ]
∞
i,n=1, such that (y
n
i |K) is a bad uV -array in C(K).
Theorem B.2 is an easy consequence of Proposition B.3 and B.4. Note that
Proposition B.4 is only proved for normalized bad uV -arrays. This makes the proof
a little less technical.
Before we prove anything about sub-arrays though, we need to first consider
just a single weakly null sequence. One of the many nice properties enjoyed by
the standard basis for `p which we denote by (ei) is that (ei) is 1-spreading. This
is the property that every subsequence of (ei) is 1-equivalent to (ei). Spreading is
of particular importance because it implies the following two properties which are
implicitly used in [KO2]:
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(i) If (ei) C-dominates a sequence (xi) then (ei) C-dominates every subsequence of
(xi).
(ii) If a sequence (xi) C-dominates (ei) then (xi) C-dominates every subsequence of
(ei).
Throughout the paper, we will be passing to subsequences and subarrays, so
properties (i) and (ii) would be very useful for us. In our paper we have to get by
without property (ii). On the other hand, for a given sequence that does not have
property (i), we may use the following two results, which are both easy consequences
of Ramsey’s theorem (c.f. [O]), and will be needed in subsequent sections.
Lemma B.5. Let V = (vi)
∞
i=1 be a normalized bimonotone basic sequence. If (xi)
∞
i=1
is a sequence in the unit ball of some Banach space X, such that every subsequence of
(xi)
∞
i=1 has a further subsequence which is dominated by V then there exists a constant
1 ≤ C < ∞ and a subsequence (yi)∞i=1 of (xi)∞i=1 so that every subsequence of (yi)∞i=1
is C-dominated by V.
Proof. Let An = {(mk)∞k=1 ∈ [N]ω | (xmk) is 2n dominated by V}.
An is Ramsey, thus for all n ∈ N there exists a sequence (mni )∞i=1 = Mn ∈ [Mn−1]ω
such that [Mn]
ω ⊆ An or [Mn]ω ⊆ Acn. We claim that [Mn]ω ⊆ An for some n ∈ N, in
which case we could choose (yi)
∞
i=1 =
(
xmni
)∞
i=1
. Every subsequence of (yi)
∞
i=1 is then
2n-dominated by V.
If our claim where false, we let (yn)
∞
n=1 =
(
xmnn
)∞
n=1
and (ykn)
∞
n=1 be a subsequence
of (yn)
∞
n=1 for which there exists C <∞ such that (ykn)∞n=1 is C-dominated by V. Let
N ∈ N such that 2N − 2N > C and set
`i =

mNi if i ≤ N,
mkiki if i > N .
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Then (`i)
∞
i=1 ∈ [MN ]ω ⊂ AcN which implies that some (ai)Li=1 ⊂ [−1, 1] exists such
that
∥∥∥∑Li=1 aivi∥∥∥ ≤ 1 and ∥∥∥∑Li=1 aix`i∥∥∥ > 2N . This yields
2N <
∥∥∥∥∥
L∑
i=1
aixli
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤
N∑
i=1
|ai|+
∥∥∥∥∥
L∑
i=N+1
aixmkiki
∥∥∥∥∥
≤ N +
∥∥∥∥∥
L∑
i=N+1
aiyki
∥∥∥∥∥
≤ 2N −
∥∥∥∥∥
N∑
i=1
aiyki
∥∥∥∥∥+
∥∥∥∥∥
L∑
i=N+1
aiyki
∥∥∥∥∥
≤ 2N +
∥∥∥∥∥
L∑
i=1
aiyki
∥∥∥∥∥
which implies
C < 2N − 2N <
∥∥∥∥∥
L∑
i=1
aiyki
∥∥∥∥∥ .
Thus (ykn)
∞
n=1 being C-dominated by V is contradicted.
The following lemma is used for a given (xi) to find a subsequence (yi) and a
constant C ≥ 1 such that (vi) C-dominates every subsequence of (yi) and that C is
approximately minimal for every subsequence of (yi).
Lemma B.6. Let V = (vn)
∞
n=1 be a normalized bimonotone basic sequence, (xn)
∞
n=1
be a sequence in the unit ball of some Banach space X, and an ↗ ∞ with a1 = 0.
If every subsequence of (xn)
∞
n=1 has a further subsequence which is dominated by V
then there exists a subsequence (yn)
∞
n=1 of (xn)
∞
n=1 and an N ∈ N such that every
subsequence of (yn)
∞
n=1 is aN+1-dominated by V but not aN -dominated by V.
Proof. By the previous lemma, we may assume by passing to a subsequence that
there exists C <∞ such that every subsequence of (xn)∞n=1 is C-dominated by V. Let
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M ∈ N such that aM < C ≤ aM+1. For 1 ≤ n ≤M let
An =
(mk) ∈ [N]ω | (xmk)
∞
k=1 is an+1-dominated by V
and is not an-dominated by V.

An is Ramsey, and {An}Mn=1 forms a finite partition of [N]ω which implies that
there exists N ≤M and (mk) ∈ [N]ω such that [(mk)∞k=1]ω ⊂ AN . Every subsequence
of (yn) := (xmn) is aN+1-dominated by V and not aN -dominated by V.
C. Proof of Proposition B.3
Proposition B.3 will be shown to follow easily from a characterization of countable
compact metric spaces along with transfinite induction using the following result.
Lemma C.1. Let (Xn) be a sequence of Banach spaces each satisfying the V-array
procedure. Then (
∑∞
n=1Xn)c0 satisfies the V-array procedure.
To prove Lemma C.1 we will need the following lemma which is stated in [KO2]
for `p as Lemma 3.6. The proof for general V closely follows its proof.
Lemma C.2. Let (Xn) be a sequence of Banach spaces each satisfying the V-array
procedure and let (xni ) be a bad uV -array in some Banach space X. Suppose that for
all m ∈ N there is a bounded linear operator Tm : X → Xm with ‖Tm‖ ≤ 1 such
that (Tmx
m
i )
∞
i=1 is an m-bad uV -sequence in Xm. Then (x
n
i ) satisfies the V-array
procedure.
Proof. We first consider Case 1: There exists m ∈ N and a subarray (yni ) of (xni ) such
that (Tmy
n
i )
∞
i,n=1 is a bad uV -array in Xm. (Tmy
n
i )
∞
i,n=1 satisfies the V -array proce-
dure because Xm does. Therefore, there exists a subarray (Tmz
n
i )
∞
i,n=1 of (Tmy
n
i )
∞
i,n=1
and (an) ⊂ R+with an ≤ 2−n such that (
∑∞
n=1 anTmz
n
i )
∞
i=1 has no uV -subsequence.
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(
∑∞
n=1 anz
n
i )
∞
i=1 has no uV -subsequence because ‖Tm‖ ≤ 1. Therefore (yni )∞i,n=1 and
hence (xni )
∞
i,n=1 satisfies the V-array procedure.
Case 2: If Case 1 is not satisfied then for all m ∈ N and every subarray (yni ) of
(xni ), we have that (Tmy
n
i ) is not a bad uV -array in Xm. We may assume by passing
to a subarray and using Lemma B.5 that there exists (Nn)
∞
n=1 ∈ [N]ω such that
(xni )
∞
i=1 is a hereditary Nn − uV − sequence for all n ∈ N. (2.2)
By induction we choose for each m ∈ N0 a subarray (znm,i)∞i,n=1 of (xni )∞i,n=1 and
an Mm ∈ N so that
(znm,i)
∞
i,n=1 is a sub-array of (z
n
m−1,i)
∞
i,n=1 if m ≥ 1, (2.3)
znm,i = z
n
m−1,i if Nn ≤ m and i ∈ N, (2.4)
(Tm(z
n
m,i))
∞
i=1 is a hereditary Mm-uV -sequence ∀n ∈ N if m ≥ 1. (2.5)
For m = 0 let
(
zn0,i
)∞
i,n=1
= (xni )
∞
i,n=1 . Now let m ≥ 1. For each n ∈ N such
that Nn ≤ m let
(
znm,i
)∞
i=1
=
(
znm−1,i
)∞
i=1
and Kn = m. For each n ∈ N such that
Nn > m, using Lemma B.6, we let
(
znm,i
)∞
i=1
be a subsequence of
(
znm−1,i
)∞
i=1
for which
there exists Kn ∈ N0 such that
(
Tmz
n
m,i
)∞
i=1
is a Kn-bad-uV sequence and is also a
hereditary (Kn + 1)-uV -sequence. (Kn)
∞
n=1 is bounded because otherwise we are in
Case 1. Let Mm = maxn∈NKn + 1. This completes the induction.
For all n, i ∈ N we have by (2.4) that (znm,i)∞m=1 is eventually constant. Let
(zni )
∞
i,n=1 = limm→∞
(
znm,i
)∞
i,n=1
. We have that (zni )
∞
i,n=1 is a subarray of (x
n
i )
∞
i,n=1, and
by (2.5), (zni )
∞
i,n=1 satisfies:
(Tm(z
n
i ))
∞
i=1 is a hereditary Mm-uV -sequence for all m,n ∈ N. (2.6)
We will now inductively choose (mn) ∈ [N]ω and (an) ⊂ R+ so that for all n ∈ N
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we have:
(Tmnz
mn
i )
∞
i=1 is an mn-bad uV sequence in Xmn , (2.7)
anmn > n, (2.8)
n−1∑
j=1
ajNmj <
anmn
4
, and (2.9)
0 < an < min
1≤k<n
{2−n, 2−n akmk
4Mmk
}. (2.10)
Property (2.7) has been assumed in the statement of the Lemma. For n=1 let
a1 =
1
2
and m1 ∈ N such that a1m1 > 1, so (2.8) is satisfied. (2.9) and (2.10) are
vacuously true for n=1, so all conditions are satisfied for n = 1.
Let n > 1 and assume (aj)
n−1
j=1 and (mj)
n−1
j=1 have been chosen to satisfy (2.8), (2.9)
and (2.10). Choose an > 0 small enough such that an < min1≤k<n
{
2−n, 2−n akmk
4Mk
}
,
thus satisfying (2.10). Choose mn > 0 large enough to satisfy (2.8) and (2.9). This
completes the induction.
By (2.10), we have for all n ∈ N that
∞∑
j=n+1
ajMmn <
anmn
4
. (2.11)
We have by (2.10) that aj < 2
−j for all j ∈ N, so yk :=
∑∞
j=1 ajz
mj
k is a valid
choice for the V-array procedure. Let C > 0 and (yki) be a subsequence of (yk). We
need to show that (yki) is not a C-uV -sequence. Using (2.8), choose n ∈ N so that
anmn > 2C. Using (2.7) choose ` ∈ N and (βi)`i=1 ∈ B[vi]`i=1 such that∥∥∥∥∥∑`
i=1
βiTmn
(
zmnki
)∥∥∥∥∥ > mn. (2.12)
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We now have the following∥∥∥∥∥∑`
i=1
βiyki
∥∥∥∥∥=
∥∥∥∥∥∑`
i=1
∞∑
j=1
βiajz
mj
ki
∥∥∥∥∥
≥
∥∥∥∥∥∑`
i=1
∞∑
j=n
Tmn
(
βiajz
mj
ki
)∥∥∥∥∥−
∥∥∥∥∥∑`
i=1
n−1∑
j=1
βiajz
mj
ki
∥∥∥∥∥ since ‖Tmn‖≤1
≥an
∥∥∥∥∥∑`
i=1
βiTmnz
mn
ki
∥∥∥∥∥−
∞∑
j=n+1
aj
∥∥∥∥∥∑`
i=1
βiTmnz
mj
ki
∥∥∥∥∥−
n−1∑
j=1
aj
∥∥∥∥∥∑`
i=1
βiz
mj
ki
∥∥∥∥∥
> anmn −
∞∑
j=n+1
ajMmn −
n−1∑
j=1
ajNmj by (2.12), (2.6), and (2.2)
≥ anmn − anmn/4− anmn/4 by (2.9) and (2.11)
= anmn/2 > C.
Therefore, (yki) is not a C-uV -sequence. (yi)
∞
i=1 =
(∑∞
j=1 ajz
mj
i
)∞
i=1
has no uV -
subsequence, so (xni ) satisfies the V-array procedure which proves the lemma.
Now we are prepared to give a proof of Lemma C.1. We follow the outline of the
proof of Lemma 3.5 in [KO2].
Proof of Lemma C.1. let (xni ) be a bad uV -array inX = (
∑
Xn)c0 and Rm : X → Xm
be the natural projections.
Claim: For all M <∞ there exists n,m ∈ N and a subsequence (yi)∞i=1 of (xni )∞i=1
such that (Rmyi)
∞
i=1 is an M-bad uV -sequence.
Assuming the claim, we can find (Nn)
∞
n=1 ∈ [N]ω, (m(n))∞n=1 ⊂ N, and subse-
quences (yni )
∞
i=1 of
(
xNni
)∞
i=1
such that
(
Rm(n)y
n
i
)∞
i=1
is an n-bad uV sequence for all
n ∈ N. By passing to a subsequence, we may assume either that m(n) = m is con-
stant, or that (m(n))∞n=1 ∈ [N]ω. If m(n) = m, then Rm(yni )∞n,i=1 is a bad uV -array
in Xm. Rm(y
n
i )
∞
n,i=1 satisfies the V-array procedure, and thus (y
n
i )
∞
n,i=1 satisfies the
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V-array procedure. If (m(n))∞n=1 ∈ [N]ω let Tn := Rm(n)|[yri ]∞i,r=1 and apply Lemma
C.2 to the array (yni )
∞
i,n=1 to finish the proof.
To prove the claim, we assume it is false. There exists M < ∞ such that for
all m,n ∈ N every subsequence of (xni )∞i=1 contains a further subsequence (yi)∞i=1 such
that (Rmyi)
∞
i=1 is an M-uV -sequence.
By Ramsey’s theorem, for each n ∈ N and m ∈ N every subsequence of (xni )∞i=1
contains a further subsequence (yi)
∞
i=1 such that (Rmyi)
∞
i=1 is a hereditary M-uV -
sequence. Fix n ∈ N such that (xni )∞i=1 is an (M+3)-bad uV -sequence. We now con-
struct a nested collection of subsequences {(yk,i)∞i=1}∞k=0 of (xni )∞i=1 (where (y0,i)∞i=1 =
(xni )
∞
i=1) as well as (mi) ∈ [N]ω so that for all k ∈ N we have
sup
m>mk
‖Rmyk−1,k‖ ≤ 2−k, (2.13)
(yk,i)
∞
i=1 is a subsequence of (yk−1,i)
∞
i=1, (2.14)
(Rmyk,i)
∞
i=1 is a hereditary M-uV-sequence ∀m ≤ mk. (2.15)
For k=1 we choose m1 ∈ N such that supm>m1 ‖Rmy0,1‖ ≤ 2−1. Pass to a
subsequence (y1,i)
∞
i=1 of (y0,i)
∞
i=1 such that (Rmy1,i)
∞
i=1 is a hereditary M-uV -sequence
for all m ≤ m1.
For k > 1 given mk−1 ∈ N and a sequence (yk−1,i)∞i=1. Choose mk > mk−1 so that
supm>mk ‖Rmyk−1,k‖ ≤ 2−k, thus satisfying (2.13). Let (yk,i)∞i=1 be a subsequence of
(yk−1,i)
∞
i=1 so that (Rmyk,i)
∞
i=1 is a hereditary M-uV -sequence for all m ≤ mk, thus
satisfying (2.14) and (2.15). This completes the induction.
We define yk = yk−1,k for all k ∈ N. By (2.14), we have that (yk,i)ki=1 ∪ (yi)∞i=k+1
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is a subsequence of (yk,i)
∞
i=1. Therefore, (2.15) gives that
(vi)
∞
i=k+1 M-dominates (Rmyqi)
∞
i=k+1∀m ≤ mk, (qi)∈ [N]ω, and k∈N. (2.16)
We have that (xni )
∞
i=1 is a (M + 3)-bad uV sequence, so there exists (αi) ∈ B[V ]
such that
∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
i=1
αiyi
∥∥∥∥∥ > M + 3. (2.17)
For all k ∈ N and m ∈ (mi−1,mi] (with m0 = 0) we have that
∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
i=1
Rm (αiyi)
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤
k−1∑
i=1
|αi| ‖Rmyi‖+ ‖Rm (αkyk)‖+
∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
i=k+1
Rm (αiyi)
∥∥∥∥∥
≤
k−1∑
i=1
2−i + 1 +
∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
i=k+1
αiRm(yi)
∥∥∥∥∥ by (2.13)
≤ 1 + 1 +M by (2.16)
which implies ∥∥∥∥∥
∞∑
i=1
αiyi
∥∥∥∥∥ = supm∈N ‖
∞∑
i=1
Rm (αiyi) ‖ ≤M + 2.
This contradicts (2.17), so the claim and hence the lemma is proved.
The proof for proposition B.3 now follows in exactly the same way as in [KO2].
Proof of Proposition B.3. If K is a countable compact metric space then there is a
countable limit ordinal α such that C(K) is isomorphic to C(α) (see [BP]). Thus
if the V -array procedure fails for C(K), then there is a first limit ordinal α such
that the V -array procedure fails for C(α). If α is the first infinite ordinal then C(α)
is isomorphic to c0 and satisfies the V -array procedure. Otherwise, we can find a
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sequence βn < α of limit ordinals such that C(α) is isomorphic to (
∑
C (βn))c0 . Thus
C(α) satisfies the V -array procedure by Lemma C.1.
D. Proof of Proposition B.4
The proof of Theorem B.2 will be complete once we have proven proposition B.4.
To make notation easier, we now consider the triangulated version (xni )1≤n≤i<∞ of
the square array (xni )
∞
i,n=1. The benefit of using a triangular array is that a natural
sequential order can be put on a triangular array. As the following proposition shows,
we can then pass to a basic sequence in that order.
Lemma D.1. For all  > 0, a triangular bad uV -array (xni )n≤i admits a triangular
subarray (yni )n≤i which is basic in its lexicographical order (where i is the first letter
and n is the second letter), and its basis constant is not greater than 1 + . In other
words y11, y
1
2, y
2
2, y
1
3, y
2
3, y
3
3, y
1
4... is a basic sequence.
Proof. The proof is an easy adaptation of the proof that a weakly null sequence has
a basic subsequence.
The following lemma shows that we need to prove Proposition B.4 only for tri-
angular arrays.
Lemma D.2. A square array satisfies the V -array procedure if and only if it’s trian-
gulated version does.
Proof. If (yni )
∞
i,n=1 is a subarray of (x
n
i )
∞
i,n=1 then (y
n
i )1≤n≤i<∞ is a triangular subarray
of (xni )1≤n≤i<∞. Also, if (y
n
i )1≤n≤i<∞ is a triangular subarray of (x
n
i )1≤n≤i<∞ then
(yni )1≤n≤i<∞ may be extended to a subarray of (x
n
i )
∞
i,n=1 by letting (y
n
i )i<n = (x
mn
i )i<n,
where (mn) ∈ [N]ω is such that (yni )∞i=1 ⊂ (xmni )∞i=1 for all n ∈ N.
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We now show that applying the V -array procedure to (yni )
∞
i,n=1 and
(yni )1≤n≤i<∞ yield sequences which either both satisfy the V -array procedure or both
fail the V -array procedure. For all n ∈ N let 0 ≤ |αn| ≤ 2−n, zi =
∑i
n=1 αny
n
i , and
yi =
∑∞
n=1 αny
n
i . For all m ∈ N if (βi)∞i=1 ∈ B[V ] then
∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
i=1
βizi−
m∑
i=1
βiyi
∥∥∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
i=1
βi
∞∑
n=i+1
αny
n
i
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤
m∑
i=1
|βi|
∞∑
n=i+1
|αn| ≤
m∑
i=1
2−i<1.
Thus supm∈N ‖
∑m
i=1 βizi‖ =∞ if and only if supm∈N ‖
∑m
i=1 βiyi‖ =∞, which implies
the claim.
We now assume that the given bad uV -array (xni ) is labeled triangularly and that
it is a bimonotone basic sequence in its lexicographical order. This assumption is valid
because the properties ”being a bad uV -array” and ”satisfying the V-array procedure”
are invariant under isomorphisms. We also assume that (xni ) is normalized.
The following theorem is our main tool used to construct the subarray (yni ) of
(xni ) and the countable w
∗-compact set K ⊂ B[yni ] for Proposition B.4.
Theorem D.3. Assume that (xni )1≤n≤i is a normalized triangular array in X, such
that for every n ∈ N the sequence (xni )∞i=1 is weakly converging to 0. Let V = (vi) be
a normalized basic sequence and let (Cn) ⊂ [0,∞) and  > 0.
Then (xni ) has a triangular sub-array (y
n
i ) with the following property:
For all m, s ∈ N and all m ≤ m1 < m2 . . . < ms all (αj)sj=1 ∈ BV with
‖∑sj=1 αjymmj‖ ≥ Cn there is a g ∈ (2 + )BX∗ and (βj)sj=1 ∈ BV , so that
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s∑
j=1
βjg(y
m
mj
) ≥ Cn, (2.18)
g(ym
′
j ) = 0 whenever m
′ ≤ j and j 6∈ {m1,m2, . . .ms}. (2.19)
If we also assume that (xni )1≤n≤i is a bimonotone basic sequence in its lexico-
graphical order then there exists (ji) ∈ [N]ω so that we may choose the sub-array (yni )
by setting yni = x
n
ji
for all n ≤ i. In this case we have the above conclusion for some
g ∈ (1 + )BY ∗.
Proof. After passing to a sub-array using Lemma D.1 we can assume that (xni ) is a
basic sequence in its lexicographical order and that it’s basis constant does not exceed
the value 1 + . We first renorm Z = [xni ] by a norm ||| · ||| in the standard way so
that ‖z‖ ≤ |||z||| ≤ (2 + 2)‖z‖ and so that (xni ) is bimonotone in Z. We therefore
can assume that (xni ) is a bimonotone basis and need to show the claim of Theorem
D.3 for (1 + )BX∗ instead of (2 + )BX∗ .
Let (k) ⊂ (0, 1) with
∑∞
k=1 kk < /4. By induction on k ∈ N0 we choose ik ∈ N
and a sequence Lk ∈ [N]ω, and define ymj = xmij for m ≤ k and m ≤ j ≤ k so that the
following conditions are satisfied.
a) ik = minLk−1 < minLk and Lk ⊂ Lk−1, if k ≥ 1 (L0 = N).
b) For all s, t ∈ N0, all 1 ≤ m ≤ k, all m ≤ m1 < m2 < . . .ms ≤ k and
`0 < `1 < . . . `t in Lk, if ∃f ∈ BX∗ with
s∑
j=1
αjf(y
m
mj
) +
t∑
j=1
αj+sf(x
m
`j
) ≥ Cm for some (αj)s+tj=1 ∈ B[V ] (2.20)
then ∃g ∈ BX∗ such that (2.21)
(a)
∑s
j=1 βjg(y
m
mj
) +
∑t
j=1 βj+sg(x
m
`j
) ≥ Cm for some (βj)s+tj=1 ∈ B[V ]
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(b) |g(ym′j )| < j if m′ ≤ k and j∈{m′, . . . k} \ {m1, . . .ms}, and
(c) |g(xm′`0 )| < k+1 if m′ ≤ k + 1.
(in the case that s = 0 condition (b) is defined to be vacuous, also note that in (c)
we allow m′ = k + 1).
We first note for (ij) ∈ [N]ω that (xnij)n≤j is a subsequence of (xnj )n≤j in their
lexicographic orders. Thus (xnij)n≤j is a bimonotone basic sequence in its lexicographic
order.
For k = 0, if f ∈ BX∗ satisfies (2.20) then g = P ∗[xn`1 ,∞)f satisfies (2.21) by our
assumed assumed bimonotonicity.
Assume k ≥ 1 and we have chosen i1 < i2 < . . . < ik−1. We let ik = minLk−1.
Fix an infinite M ⊂ Lk−1 \ {ik}, a positive integer m ≤ k, an integer 0 ≤ s ≤
k −m+ 1, and positive integers m ≤ m1 < m2 < . . .ms ≤ k and define
A = A(m, s, (mj)
s
j=1) =
⋂
t∈N0
At, where
At =
(`j)∞j=0 ∈ [M ]ω : If (mj)
s
j=1 and (`j)
t
j=0 satisfy (2.20)
then they also satisfy (2.21)
 .
For t ∈ N the set At is closed as a subset of 2N in the product topology, thus A
is closed and, thus, Ramsey. We will show that there is an infinite L ⊂ M so that
[L]ω ⊂ A. Once we verified that claim we can finish our induction step by applying
that argument successively to all choices of m ≤ k, 0 ≤ s ≤ k and m ≤ m1 < m2 <
. . .ms ≤ k, as there are only finitely many.
Assume our claim is wrong and, using Ramsey’s Theorem, we could find an
L = (`j)
∞
j=1 so that [L]
ω ∩ A = ∅.
Let n ∈ N be fixed, and let p ∈ {1, 2 . . . , n}. Then L(p) = {`p, `n+1, . . .} is not
in A and we can choose tn ∈ N0, (αnj )tn+sj=1 and fn ∈ BX∗ so that (2.20) is satisfied
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(for (`n+1, . . . ``+t) replacing (`1, . . . `t) and `p replacing `0) but for no g ∈ BX∗ and
(βj)
s+tn
j=1 ∈ B[V ] condition (2.21) holds. By choosing tn to be minimal so that (2.20) is
satisfied, we can have tn, (α
n
j )
tn+s
j=1 and fn be independent of p.
We now show that there is a gn ∈ BX satisfying (a) and (b) of (2.21).
Let k′ = max
{
m − 1 ≤ i ≤ k : i 6∈ {m1,m2, . . .ms}
}
. If k′ ≤ m then
{m1, . . . ,ms} = {k′ + 1, k′ + 2, . . . , k} and by our assumed bimonotonicity gn :=
P ∗[ym
k′+1,∞)
fn ∈ B∗X satisfies (a) and (b) of (2.20). If k′ > m let 0 ≤ s′ ≤ s, such
that m1 < m2 < . . . < ms′ < k
′, and apply the k′ − 1 step of the induction hy-
pothesis to fn, (α
n
j )
tn+s
j=1 , m ≤ m1 < . . . < ms′ (replacing m ≤ m1 < . . . < ms), and
k′ < k′ + 1 < . . . < ms < `n+1 < . . . < `tn (replacing `p < `n+1 < . . . < `tn) to obtain
a functional gn ∈ BX∗ which satisfies (a) and (b) of (2.21).
Since gn cannot satisfy all three conditions of (2.21) (for any choice of 1 ≤ p ≤ n),
we deduce that |gn(xmp`p )| ≥ k+1 for some choice of mp ∈ {1, 2, . . . k + 1}.
Let g be a w∗ cluster point of (gn)n∈N. As the set {1, 2, . . . k + 1} is finite, we
have for all p ∈ N0 that |g(xmp`p )| ≥ k+1 for some mp ∈ {1, 2, . . . k+1}. Which implies
there exists 1 ≤ m ≤ k+ 1 such that |g(xm`p)| ≥  for infinitely many p ∈ N. This is a
contradiction with the sequence (xm`i )
∞
i=1 being weakly null. Our claim is verified, and
we are able to fulfill the induction hypothesis.
The conclusion of our theorem now follows by the following perturbation argu-
ment. If we have n ≤ i1 < i2 . . . < iq and (αj)qj=1 ∈ BV with ‖
∑q
j=1 αjy
n
ij
‖ ≥ Cn, then
there exists f ∈ BX∗ so that
∑q
j=1 αjf(y
n
ij
) ≥ Cn. Our construction gives an h ∈ BX∗
with
∑q
j=1 αjh(y
n
ij
) ≥ Cn and |h(ymj )| < j if m ≤ q and j ∈ {m′, . . . k} \ {i1, . . . iq}.
Because (yni ) is bimonotone, we may assume that h(y
n
i ) = 0 for all i ≥ n with i > iq.
We perturb h by small multiples of the biorthogonal functionals of (yni ) to achieve
g ∈ X∗ with g(yni ) = h(yni ) for i ∈ {i1, . . . , iq} and g(yni ) = 0 for i 6∈ {i1, . . . , iq}.
Thus g satisfies (2.18) and (2.19). All that remains is to check that g ∈ (1 + )BX∗ .
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Because (yni ) is normalized and bimonotone, we can estimate ‖g‖ as follows:
‖g‖ ≤ ‖h‖+ ‖g − h‖ ≤ 1 +
iq−1∑
j=1
jj < 1 +

4
.
We are now prepared to give the proof of Proposition B.4. We follow the same
outline as the proof given in [KO2] for Proposition 3.4.
Proof of Proposition B.4. Let (xni ) be a normalized bad uV -array in X and let Mn,
for n ∈ N, be chosen so that the sequence (xni )∞i=n is an Mn-bad uV -sequence and
limn→∞Mn = ∞. By Lemma D.2 we just need to consider the triangular array
(xni )n≤i. By passing to a subarray using Lemma D.1 and then renorming, we may
assume that (xni )n≤i is a normalized bimonotone basic sequence in its lexicographical
order.
We apply Theorem D.3 for  = 1 and (Cn) = (Mn) to obtain a subarray (y
n
i )n≤i
that satisfies the properties (2.18) and (2.19). Moreover (yni ) in its lexicographical
order is a subsequence of (xni ) in its lexicographical order, and thus is bimonotone.
Furthermore, (yni )
∞
i=n is a subsequence of (x
n
i )
∞
i=n for all n ∈ N. We denote Y = [yni ]n≤i.
Let F (n) be a finite 1
2n2n
-net in [−2, 2] which contains the points 0,-2, and 2.
Whenever we have a functional g ∈ 2BX∗ which satisfies conditions (2.18) and (2.19)
we may perturb g by small multiples of the biorthogonal functions of (yni )n≤i to obtain
f ∈ 3BX∗ which satisfies (2.18), (2.19), and the following new condition
f(yni ) ∈ F (n) for all n ≤ i. (2.22)
We now start the construction of K. Let Y = [yni ]n≤i and m ∈ N . We define the
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following,
Lm =
(k1, ..., kq) |
m ≤ k1 < k2 < ... < kq,
||∑q−1i=1 αiymki || ≤Mm for all (αi) ∈ BV
||∑qi=1 αiymki || > Mm for some (αi) ∈ BV

It is important to note that if (ki) ∈ [N]ω and k1 ≥ m then there is a unique q ∈ N
such that (k1, ..., kq) ∈ Lm.
Whenever ~k = (k1, ..., kq) ∈ Lm, our application of Theorem D.3 and then per-
turbation gives a functional f ∈ 3BY ∗ which satisfies the properties (2.18),(2.19), and
(2.22). In particular we have that
∑q
i=1 f(αiy
m
ki
) > Mm for some (αi) ∈ BV . We
denote f/3 by f~k and let for any n ∈ N,
Kn = {Q∗mf~k | m ∈ N ~k ∈ Ln}.
Here Qm denotes the natural norm 1 projection from Y onto [(y
n
i )]1≤n≤i≤m. Finally,
we define
K =
∞⋃
n=1
Kn ∪ {0}.
We first show that (yni |K)n≤i is a bad uV -array as an array in Cb(K). Fix an n0 ∈ N.
(yn0i )
∞
i=n0
is an Mn0-bad uV -sequence. Consequently, given a subsequence (y
n0
ki
)∞i=1 of
(yn0i )
∞
i=n0
we have that ~k := (k1, ..., kq) ∈ Ln0 for some q ∈ N. By (2.22), f~k = Q∗q+1f~k
and thus f~k ∈ Kn0 ⊂ K.
∑q
i=1 f~k(αiy
n0
ki
) >
Mn0
3
for some (αi) ∈ BV , and so we obtain
that (yn0i |K)∞i=n0 is an (Mn0/3)-bad sequence in Cb(K), thus proving that (yni |K)n≤i is
a bad uV -array.
K is obviously a countable subset of BY ∗ . Since Y is separable, K is w
∗-
metrizable. Thus we need to show that K is a w∗-closed subset of BY ∗ in order
to finish the proof.
Let (gj) ⊂ K and assume that (gj) converges w∗ to some g ∈ BY ∗ . We have to
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show that g ∈ K. Every gj is of the form Q∗mjf~kj for some mj ∈ N, ~kj ∈ Lnj , and
some nj ∈ N.
By passing to a subsequence of (gj), we may assume that either nj → ∞ as
j →∞ or that there is an n ∈ N such that nj = n for all j ∈ N. We will start with
the first alternative. Let ij be the first element of ~kj. Since ij ≥ nj, we have that
ij → ∞. We also have that f~kj(yni ) = 0 for all n ≤ i < ij. Thus f~kj → 0 in the w∗
topology as j →∞, so g = 0 ∈ K.
From now on we assume that there is an n ∈ N such that ~kj ∈ Ln for all j ∈ N. Ln
is relatively sequentially compact as a subspace of {0, 1}N endowed with the product
topology. Thus we may assume by passing to a subsequence of (gj) that ~kj → ~k for
some ~k ∈ Ln, the closure of Ln in {0, 1}N.
We now show that ~k is finite. Suppose to the contrary that ~k = (ki)
∞
i=1. We have
that ~k ∈ Ln, so for all r ∈ N there exists Nr ∈ N such that ~kj = (k1, ..., kr, `1, ..., `s)
for some `1, ..., `s for all j ≥ Nr. Because ~kj ∈ Ln we have that k1 ≥ n, which implies
that there exists q ∈ N such that (k1, ...kq) ∈ Ln. By uniqueness, Ln does not contain
any sequence extending (k1, ..., kq). Therefore, ~kNq+1 = (k1, ..., kq+1, `1, ..., `s) 6∈ Ln, a
contradiction.
Since BY ∗ is w
∗-sequentially compact, we may assume that f~kj converges w
∗ to
some f ∈ BY ∗ . We claim that f ∈ K. To prove this we first show that Q∗mf ∈ K
for all m ∈ N. By (2.19) and (2.22) the set {Q∗mf~kj(yni ) | j ∈ N 1 ≤ n ≤ i} has only
finitely many elements. Since Q∗mf~kj → Q∗mf as j →∞ we obtain that Q∗mf~kj = Q∗mf
for j ∈ N large enough. In particular Q∗mf ∈ K. Next let q = max~k. Since ~kj → ~k
and ~k is finite, we have Q∗qf = f and thus f ∈ K.
Now we show that g ∈ K. By passing again to a subsequence of (gj) we can
assume that either mj ≥ max~k for all j ∈ N or that there exists m < max~k such
that mj = m for all j ∈ N. If the first case occurs, then gj = Q∗mjf~kj converges w∗ to
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f , and hence g = f ∈ K. If the second case occurs then gj = Q∗mf~kj converges w∗ to
Q∗mf , and hence g = Q
∗
mf ∈ K.
E. Examples
In previous sections, we introduced for any semi-normalized basic sequence (vi) the
property U(vi), and then proved that if a Banach space X is U(vi) then there exists a
constant C ≥ 1 such that X is C −U(vi). As Knaust and Odell proved that result for
the cases in which (vi) is the standard basis for c0 or `p with 1 ≤ p < ∞, we need
to show that our result is not a corollary of theirs. For example, if (vi) is a basis for
`p
⊕
`q with 1 < q < p <∞ which consists of the union of the standard bases for `p
and `q then a Banach space is U(vi) or C − U(vi) if and only if X is U`p or C − U`p
respectively. Thus the result for this particular (vi) follows from [KO2]. We make
this idea more formal by defining the following equivalence relation:
Definition E.1. If (vi) and (wi) are normalized basic sequences then we write (vi) ∼U
(wi) (or (vi) ∼CU (wi)) if each reflexive Banach space is U(vi) (or C − U(vi)) if and
only if it is U(wi) (or C − U(wi)).
We define the equivalence relation strictly in terms of reflexive spaces to avoid
the unpleasant case of `1. Because `1 does not contain any normalized weakly null
sequence, `1 is trivially U(vi) for every (vi). This is counter to the spirit of what it
means for a space to be U(vi). By considering reflexive spaces, we avoid `1, and we also
make the propositions included in this section formally stronger. Reflexive spaces are
also especially nice when considering properties of weakly null sequences because the
unit ball of a reflexive spaces is weakly sequentially compact. That is every sequence
in the unit ball of a reflexive space has a weakly convergent subsequence.
In order to show that our result is not a corollary of the theorem of Knaust and
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Odell, we give an example of a basic sequence (vi) such that (vi) 6∼U (ei) where (ei)
is the standard basis for c0 or `p with 1 ≤ p < ∞. To this end we consider a basis
(vi) for a reflexive Banach space X with the property that `p is not U(vi) for any
1 < p <∞, but that X is U(vi) and not Uc0 . We will be interested in particular with
the dual of the following space.
Definition E.2. Tsirelson’s space, T, is the completion of c00 under the norm satis-
fying the implicit relation:
||x|| = ||x||∞ ∨ sup
n∈N,(Ei)n1⊂[N]ω ,n≤E1<...<En
1
2
n∑
i=1
||Ei(x)||.
(ti) is the unit vector basis of T and (t
∗
i ) are the biorthogonal functionals to (ti).
Tsirelson constructed the dual of T as the first example of a Banach space which
does not contain c0 or `p for any 1 ≤ p < ∞ [T]. Though we are more interested
in T ∗ and (t∗i ), we use the implicit definition of T (which was formulated by Figiel
and Johnson in [FJ]) as it is nice to work with. The properties of (t∗i ) that will be
most useful for us are that (t∗i ) dominates all of its normalized block bases, and has
spreading model equivalent to the standard basis for c0. Though we will not be using
this directly, (t∗i ) also has the interesting property of being block stable. Casazza,
Johnson, and Tzafriri showed in [CJT] that (t∗i ) has the property that if (xi) is a
normalized block bases of (t∗i ) then (xi) is equivalent to (t
∗
ni
) where ni ∈ supp x∗i for
all i ∈ N. As we have defined T , but wish to know about sequences in T ∗, we need
the following proposition which relates sequences in a space to sequences in its dual.
Proposition E.3. If (vi) and (xi) are normalized basic sequences, then
(i) (vi) dominates (xi) if and only if (v
∗
i ) is dominated by (x
∗
i ),
(ii) If (vi) is unconditional, then (vi) dominates all of its normalized block bases if
and only if (v∗i ) is dominated by all of its normalized block bases.
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Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that (vi) and (xi) are bimonotone.
We assume that (vi) C-dominates (xi) and let (ai) ∈ c00. Because (vi) is bimonotone,
there exists (bi) ∈ c00 such that
∑
aiv
∗
i (
∑
bivi) = ||
∑
aiv
∗
i || and ||
∑
bivi|| = 1. We
have that ∥∥∥∑ aiv∗i ∥∥∥ = ∑ aibi = ∑ aix∗i (∑ bixi) ≤ C ∥∥∥∑ aix∗i∥∥∥ .
Thus (v∗i ) is C−dominated by (x∗i ). The converse is true by duality in the sense that
we replace the roles of (vi) and (xi) by (x
∗
i ) and (v
∗
i ) respectively. We have that (x
∗∗
i )
is equivalent to (xi) and (v
∗∗
i ) is equivalent to (vi) and thus the converse follows and
hence (i) is proven.
After possibly renorming, We may assume that (vi) is 1-unconditional. For the
first direction, we assume that (vi) C-dominates all of its normalized block bases. Let
ai ∈ c00 and (w∗i ) be a normalized block basis of (v∗i ). As (vi) is bimonotone, there
exists normalized block basis (wi) of (vi) such that w
∗
i (wj) = δij. Let x ∈ S[vi] such
that
∑
aiv
∗
i (x) = ||
∑
aiv
∗
i ||. We have now,∥∥∥∑ aiv∗i ∥∥∥=∑ aiv∗i (x) = ∑ aiw∗i ∑ v∗j (x)wj ≤ ∥∥∥∑ aiw∗i ∥∥∥∥∥∥∑ v∗j (x)wj∥∥∥
≤C
∥∥∥∑ aiw∗i ∥∥∥∥∥∥∑ v∗j (x)vj∥∥∥ = C ∥∥∥∑ aiw∗i ∥∥∥ .
Thus (v∗i ) is C-dominated by (w
∗
i ), and we have proven the first direction. For the
converse, we now assume that (v∗i ) is C-dominated by all of its normalized block bases.
Let (ai) ∈ c00 and (wi) be a normalized block basis of (vi). There exists f ∈ B[vi]∗ such
that f(
∑
aiwi) = ||
∑
aiwi||. Choose (kn) ∈ [N]ω such that supp(wn) ⊂ [kn, kn+1)
for all n ∈ N. There is a normalized block basis (fi) of (v∗i ) and (bi) ∈ c00 such that
f =
∑
bifi and supp(fn) ⊂ [kn, kn+1) for all n ∈ N. As (vi) is 1-unconditional, we may
assume that ai, bi, fi(wi) ≥ 0. This gives that
∑
aibifi(wi) ≤
∑
aibi, as fi(wi) ≤ 1.
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We now have that,∥∥∥∑ aiwi∥∥∥ = (∑ bifi)(∑ aiwi) ≤ (∑ biv∗i )(∑ aivi) ≤ C ∥∥∥∑ aivi∥∥∥ .
Hence,(vi) C-dominates (wi) and (ii) is proven.
We will use Proposition E.3 together with some basic properties of (ti) to prove
the following proposition.
Proposition E.4. (t∗i ) 6∼U (ei) where (ei) is the standard basis for c0 or `p for
1 ≤ p <∞.
Proof. It easily follows from the definition that (ti) is an unconditional normalized
basic sequence and that (ti) is dominated by each of its normalized block bases. Also,
the spreading model for (ti) is isomorphic to the standard `1 basis. By proposition
E.3, (t∗i ) is an unconditional basic sequence that dominates all of its block bases
and has its spreading model isomorphic to the standard basis for c0. T
∗ is reflexive
because (t∗i ) is unconditional and T
∗ does not contain an isomorphic copy of c0 or `1.
As (t∗i ) has the standard basis for c0 as its spreading model, we have that `p is not
U(t∗i ) for all 1 < p <∞. Therefore (t∗i ) 6∼U `p for all 1 ≤ p <∞. As (t∗i ) dominates all
of its normalized block bases and every normalized weakly null sequence in T ∗ has a
subsequence equivalent to a normalized block basis of (t∗i ), we have that T
∗ is U(t∗i ).
T ∗ does not contain c0 isomorphically thus T ∗ is not Uc0 . Therefore, (t
∗
i ) 6∼U c0.
We have shown that (t∗i ) 6∼ (ei) where (ei) is the usual basis for c0 or `p for
1 ≤ p < ∞, but we can actually show something much stronger than this. One of
the main properties of `p used in [KO2] is that `p is subsymmetric. If for each basic
sequence (vi) there existed a constant C ≥ 1 and a subsymmetric basic sequence (wi)
such that (vi) ∼CU (wi) then actually the first half of [KO2] would apply to all basic
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sequences without changing anything. The following example shows in particular
that this is not true for even the weaker condition of spreading (the property that all
subsequences are equivalent).
Proposition E.5. If (vi) is a normalized spreading basic sequence, then (vi) 6∼U (t∗i ).
In general, it can be fairly difficult to check if a Banach space is U(vi), as every
normalized weakly null sequence in the space needs to be checked. In contrast to
this, it is very easy to check if T ∗ is U(vi). This is because (ti) is dominated by all of
its block bases, and thus by Proposition E.3 T ∗ is U(vi) if and only if (vi) dominates
a subsequence of (t∗i ). In proving Proposition E.5 we will carry this idea further by
considering a class of spaces, each of which have a subsymmetric basis (ei) such that
(ei) is dominated by all of its normalized block bases. The additional condition of
subsymmetric gives that [e∗i ] is U(vi) if and only if (vi) dominates (e
∗
i ). Hence, we need
to check only one sequence instead of all weakly null sequences in [e∗i ].
We consider generalizations of the spaces introduced by Schlumprecht [S] as the
first known arbitrarily distortable Banach spaces. We put less restriction on the
function f given in the following proposition, but we also infer less about the corre-
sponding Banach space. The techniques used in [S] are used to prove the following
proposition.
Proposition E.6. Let f : N → [1,∞) increase to ∞, f(1) = 1 < f(2), and
limn→∞ n/f(n) = ∞. If X is defined as the closure of c00 under the norm || · ||
which satisfies the implicit relation:
||x|| = ||x||∞ ∨ sup
m≥2,E1<...<Em
1
f(m)
m∑
j=1
||Ej(x)|| for all x ∈ c00,
then X is reflexive.
Proof. Let (en) denote the standard basis for c00. It is straightforward to show that
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the norm || · || as given in the statement of the theorem exists, as well as that (en) is
a normalized, 1-subsymmetric and 1-unconditional basis for X. Furthermore, (en) is
1-dominated by all of its normalized block bases. We will prove that X is reflexive
by showing that (en) is boundedly complete and shrinking.
We first prove that (en) is boundedly complete. As (en) is unconditional, if (en) is
not boundedly complete then it has some normalized block basis which is equivalent to
the standard c0 basis. However, (en) is 1-dominated by all its normalized block bases,
so (en) is also equivalent to the standard c0 basis. Hence supN∈N ||
∑N
n=1 en|| < ∞.
This contradicts that ||∑Nn=1 en|| ≥ N/f(N)→∞. Thus (en) is boundedly complete.
We now assume that (en) is not shrinking. As (en) is unconditional, it has a
normalized block basis (xn) which is equivalent to the standard basis for `1. We will
use James’ Blocking Lemma [Ja] to show that this leads to a contradiction. In one
of its more basic forms, James’ blocking lemma states that if (xn) is equivalent to
the standard basis for `1 and  > 0 then (xn) has a normalized block basis which is
(1 + )-equivalent to the standard basis for `1. Let 0 <  <
1
2
(f(2) − 1). By passing
to a normalized block basis using James’ blocking lemma, we may assume that (xn)
is (1 + )-equivalent to the standard basis for `1, and thus any normalized block basis
of (xn) will also be (1 + )-equivalent to the standard basis for `1. Let n > 0 such
that
∑∞
n=1 n < .
We denote || · ||m to be the norm on X which satisfies:
||x||m = sup
E1<...<Em
1
f(m)
m∑
j=1
||Ej(x)|| for all x ∈ c00.
We will construct by induction on n ∈ N a normalized block basis (yi) of (xi) such
that for all m ∈ N we have:
If ||yj||m > j for some 1 ≤ j < n, then ||yn||m < 1 + n
f(m)
. (2.23)
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For n = 1 we let y1=x1, and note that (2.23) is vacuously satisfied.
We now assume that we are given n ≥ 1 and finite block sequence (yi)ni=1 of
(xi) which satisfies (2.23). We have limm→∞ ||yi||m ≤ limm→∞ #supp(yi)f(m) = 0 (where
supp(yi) denotes the support of yi). Thus, there exists N > supp(yn) such that
||yi||m < i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n and all m ≥ N . Using James’ blocking lemma, we block
(xi)
∞
i=N into (zi)
∞
i=1 such that (zi)
∞
i=1 is (1 + n+1/3)−equivalent to the standard `1
basis. Let M ≥ 6N/n+1 and define yn+1 = 1||∑Mi=1 zi||
∑M
i=1 zi. Let m ∈ N such that
||yj||m > j for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n. By our choice of N ∈ N, we have that m < N . There
exists disjoint intervals E1 < . . . < Em in N and integers 1 = k0 ≤ k1 ≤ . . . ≤ km
such that:
f(m)||yn+1||m = 1||∑M1 zi||
m∑
i=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥Ei
ki∑
j=ki−1
zj
∥∥∥∥∥∥
≤ 1 + n+1/3
M
m∑
i=1
||Eizki−1||+ || ki−1∑
j=ki−1+1
zj||+ ||Eizki ||

≤ 1 + n+1/3
M
(M + 2m) < (1 + n+1/3) (1 + 2N/M)
≤ (1 + n+1/3) (1 + n+1/3) < 1 + n+1.
Hence, the induction hypothesis is satisfied.
We now show that property (2.23) leads to a contradiction with (yi) being (1 +
)−equivalent to the standard `1 basis. Let n ∈ N. We have for some m ≥ 2 that
||∑ni=1 yin || = ||∑ni=1 yin ||m. By (2.23) there exists 1 ≤ j ≤ n+ 1 such that ||yi||m < i
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for all 1 ≤ i < j and f(m)||yi||m < 1 + i for all j < i ≤ n. We have that:
||
n∑
i=1
yi
n
|| = ||
n∑
i=1
yi
n
||m ≤ 1
n
j−1∑
i=1
||yi||m + 1
n
||yj||m + 1
n
n∑
i=j+1
||yi||m
<
1
n
j−1∑
i=1
i +
1
n
+
1
nf(m)
n∑
i=j+1
1 + i
<

n
+
1
n
+
1
f(2)
+

nf(2)
<

n
+
1
n
+
1
1 + 2
+

n(1 + 2))
.
Thus infn∈N ||
∑n
i=1
yi
n
|| < 1
1+2
. This contradicts that (yi) is (1 + ) equivalent to the
standard `1 basis. Hence (ei) is shrinking, and X is reflexive.
Using the reflexive spaces presented in Proposition E.6, we can prove the follow-
ing lemma. Proposition E.5 will then follow easily.
Lemma E.7. If (vi) is a 1-suppression unconditional normalized basic sequence such
that (vki) dominates (vi) for all (ki) ∈ [N]ω and (vi) is not equivalent to the unit vector
basis for c0 then there exists a reflexive Banach space X which is U(vi) and not U(t∗i ).
Proof. There exists K ≥ 1 such that (vki) K-dominates (vi) for all (ki) ∈ [N]ω. We
define 〈·〉 to be the norm on (vi) determined by:〈∑
i∈N
aiv
∗
i
〉
= sup
(ki)∈[N]ω
∥∥∥∥∥∑
i∈N
aiv
∗
ki
∥∥∥∥∥ for all (ai) ∈ c00.
Where (v∗i ) is the sequence of biorthogonal functionals to (vi). The norm 〈·〉 is
K-equivalent to the original norm || · ||. Furthermore, under the new norm (vki) 1-
dominates (vi) for all (ki) ∈ [N]ω. Thus after possibly renorming, we may assume
that K=1.
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Let  > 0 and i ↘ 0 such that
∏
1
1−i < 1+. We have that (vi) is unconditional
and is not equivalent to the unit vector basis of c0, so there exists (Nk) ∈ [N]ω such
that for all k ∈ N we have Nk ≥ k2 and∥∥∥∥∥
Nk∑
i=1
vi
∥∥∥∥∥ > k + 1k+1 . (2.24)
We define the function f : N→ [1,∞) by:
f(n) =

1 if n = 1,
1
1−1 if 1 < n ≤ N1,
k + 1 if Nk < n ≤ Nk+1 for k ∈ N.
We denote ||| · ||| to be the norm on c00 determined by the following implicit relation:
|||x||| = ||x||∞ ∨ sup
m≥2,E1<...<Em
1
f(m)
m∑
j=1
|||Ej(x)||| for all x ∈ c00.
The completion of c00 under the norm ||| · ||| is denoted by X, and its standard basis
is denoted by (ei). We have that Nk > k
2 which implies that limk→∞ k/f(k) = ∞
and hence X is reflexive by proposition E.5.
We now show by induction on k ∈ N that if (ai)Nki=1 ∈ c00 then(
k∏
i=1
1
1− i
)
|||
Nk∑
i=1
aiei||| ≥ ||
Nk∑
i=1
aiv
∗
i ||. (2.25)
For k=1, we have that 1
1−1 |||
∑N1
i=1 aiei||| ≥
∑N1
i=1 |ai| ≥ ||
∑N1
i=1 aiv
∗
i ||. Thus
(2.25) is satisfied. Now we assume that k ∈ N and that (2.25) holds for k.
Let (ai)
Nk+1
i=1 ⊂ R such that ||
∑Nk+1
i=1 aiv
∗
i || = 1. There exists (βi)Nk+11=1 ⊂ R such
that
∑
βiai = ||
∑
βivi|| = 1. Let I =
{
j ∈ N : |βj| < k+1k+1
}
. If
∑
i∈I |ai| ≥ k + 1
then |||∑Nk+1i=1 aiei||| ≥ 1k+1∑i∈I |ai| ≥ 1 = ||∑ aiv∗i || and we are done. Therefore we
assume that
∑
i∈I |ai| < k + 1, and thus
∑
i∈I βiai ≤
∑
i∈I
k+1
k+1
|ai| < k+1. We let
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{ji}]ICi=1 = IC , and claim that ]IC ≤ Nk. Indeed, if we assume to the contrary that
]IC > Nk, then
1 ≥ ||
]IC∑
i=1
βjivji || ≥ ||
]IC∑
i=1
βjivi|| ≥
k+1
k + 1
||
Nk∑
i=1
vi|| > k+1
k + 1
k + 1
k+1
= 1.
The first inequality is due to (vi) being 1-suppression unconditional, and the second
inequality is due to (vi) being 1-dominated by (vji). Thus we have a contradiction
and our claim that ]IC ≤ Nk is proven. We now have that
1 =
∑
βiai =
∑
I
βiai +
∑
IC
βiai
< k+1 + ||
]IC∑
i=1
ajiv
∗
ji
||
≤ k+1 + ||
]IC∑
i=1
ajiv
∗
i ||
≤ k+1 + (
k∏
i=1
1
1− i )|||
]IC∑
i=1
ajiei||| by induction hypothesis
≤ k+1 + (
k∏
i=1
1
1− i )|||
Nk+1∑
i=1
aiei||| by 1-subsymetric.
The last inequality gives that 1 ≤ (∏k+1i=1 11−i )|||∑Nk+1i=1 aiei|||. Thus the induction
hypothesis is satisfied.
We have that (ei) dominates (v
∗
i ), and hence (vi) dominates (e
∗
i ). (e
∗
i ) is subsym-
metric and dominates all its block bases, so [e∗i ] is U(vi). (e
∗
i ) is weakly null and is not
equivalent to the unit vector basis of c0, so [e
∗
i ] is not U(t∗i ).
The proof of Proposition E.5 now follows easily.
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Proof of Proposition E.5. Let (vi) be a normalized C-spreading basic sequence. Be-
cause (vi) is spreading, Rosenthal’s `1 theorem gives that (vi) must be either equivalent
to the standard basis for `1 or be weakly Cauchy. In the first case, it is obvious that
(vi) 6∼U (t∗i ) as every Banach space is U`1 . Thus we assume that (vi) is weakly Cauchy.
The difference sequence defined by (wi) = (v2i−1 − v2i) is weakly null. (wi) is weakly
null and spreading, and is thus unconditional. We have for all (ai) ∈ c00 that∥∥∥∑ aiwi∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥∑ aiv2i−1∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥∑ aiv2i∥∥∥ ≤ 2C ∥∥∥∑ aivi∥∥∥
Thus, (vi) dominates (wi). If (wi) is not equivalent to the standard basis for c0 then
by Lemma E.7, there exists a Banach space which is U(wi) and hence U(vi), but is not
U(t∗i ). If (wi) is equivalent to the standard basis for c0 then
sup
n
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
(−1)n−1vi
∥∥∥∥∥ = supn
∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1
wi
∥∥∥∥∥ <∞.
However, supn ||
∑n
i=1(−1)nt∗ki || = ∞ for all (ki) ∈ [N]ω. Thus T ∗ is not U(vi), and
(vi) 6∼U (t∗i ).
We also considered the question: ”Does there exist a basic sequence (vi) such
that (vi) 6∼U (wi) for any unconditional (wi)?”. This is a much harder question, which
is currently open. Neither the summing basis for c0, nor the standard basis for James’
space give a solution, as these are covered by the following proposition:
Proposition E.8. If (vi) is a basic sequence such that supn∈N ||
∑n
i=1 ivi|| < D for
some (i) ∈ {−1, 1}N and constant D <∞ then (vi) ∼U c0.
Proof. Let X be a C-UV Banach space, and let (xi) ∈ SX be weakly null. By Ramsey’s
theorem, we may assume by passing to a subsequence that (vi) C-dominates every
subsequence of (xi). By a theorem of John Elton [E], there exists K < ∞ and a
subsequence (yi) of (xi) such that if (ai)
∞
1 ∈ [−1, 1]N and I ⊂ {i : |ai| = 1} is finite
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then ||∑I aiyi|| ≤ K supn∈N ||∑ni=1 iyi||. Thus we have for all A ∈ [N]<ω that
||
∑
i∈A
iyi|| ≤ K sup
n∈N
||
n∑
i=1
iyi|| ≤ KC sup
n∈N
||
n∑
i=1
ivi|| < KCD.
As this is true for all A ∈ [N ]<ω, (yi) is equivalent to the unit vector basis of c0.
Every normalized weakly null sequence in X has a subsequence equivalent to c0, so X
is Uc0 .
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CHAPTER III
SUBSEQUENTIAL UPPER ESTIMATES
A. Introduction
This chapter contains the author’s joint work with Edward Odell, Thomas Schlump-
recht, and Andras Zsa´k [FOSZ]. The added structure and rich theory of coordinate
systems can be of significant help when studying Banach spaces. Because of this, it
is often the case that Banach spaces are studied in the context of being a subspace
or quotient of some space with a coordinate system. Two early results in this area
are that every separable Banach space is the quotient of `1 and also every separable
Banach space may be embedded as a subspace of C[0, 1]. Both `1 and C[0, 1] have
bases, and so we have in particular that every separable Banach space is a quotient
of a Banach space with a basis and may also be embedded as a subspace of a Ba-
nach space with a basis. However, it is often that one has a Banach space with a
particular property, and one wishes that the coordinate system has some associated
property.The first important step in this direction was made by Davis, Figiel, Johnson
and Pe lczyn´ski [DFJP] who proved that if a reflexive space embeds into a space with
a shrinking basis then it embeds into a space with a shrinking and boundedly com-
plete basis. Later, Zippin [Z] proved the following two major results: every separable
reflexive Banach space may be embedded as a subspace of a space with shrinking
and boundedly complete basis and every Banach space with separable dual may be
embedded in a Banach space with a shrinking basis. Further results in this area give
intrinsic characterizations on when a space may be embedded as a subspace of a re-
flexive space with unconditional basis [JZh], or reflexive space with an asymptotic `p
FDD [OSZ]. These are only a portion of the recent results in this area. These new
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characterizations are all based on the relatively recent tools of weakly null trees. One
important result in particular for us is a characterization of subspaces of reflexive
spaces with an FDD satisfying subsequential V upper block estimates and subse-
quential U lower block estimates where V is an unconditional, block stable, and right
dominant basic sequence and U is an uncondition, block stable, and left dominant
basic sequence [OSZ2]. This characterization when applied to Tzirelson’s spaces was
shown to have strong applications to the Szlenk index of reflexive spaces [OSZ3]. Our
main result adds to this theory with the following theorem which extends the results
in [OSZ2] and [OSZ3] to spaces with separable dual. The notions and concepts used,
will be introduced in the next section.
Theorem A.1. Let X∗ be separable and V = (vi) be an unconditional, block stable,
and right dominant basic sequence. Then the following are equivalent.
1) X has subsequential V upper tree estimates.
2) X is a quotient of a space Z with Z∗ separable and Z has subsequential V upper
tree estimates.
3) X is a quotient of a space Z with a shrinking FDD satisfying subsequential V
upper block estimates.
4) There exists w∗−w∗ continuous embedding of X∗ into Z∗, a space with boundedly
complete FDD (F ∗i ) (so Z = ⊕Fi defines Z∗) satisfying subsequential V ∗ lower
block estimates.
5) X is isomorphic to a subspace of a space Z with a shrinking FDD satisfying
subsequential V upper block estimates.
Using our characterization, we are able to achieve the following universality re-
sult:
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Theorem A.2. Let V = (vi) be an unconditional, shrinking, block stable, and right
dominant basic sequence. There is a Banach space Z with an FDD (Fi) satisfying
subsequential V upper block estimates such that if a Banach space X has subsequential
V upper tree estimates, then X embeds into Z.
We will apply Theorems 1 and 2 for the case that V is the canonical basic
sequence for Tsirelson’s space of order α, which will allow us to prove some new
results for the Szlenk index. As shown in [OSZ3], the Szlenk index is closely related
to a space having subsequential Tα,c upper tree estimates for some 0 < c < 1. In
particular, for each α < ω1 a Banach space X with separable dual has Szlenk index
at most ωαω if and only if X satisfies subsequential Tα,c upper tree estimates for some
c ∈ (0, 1). Our characterization allows us to add a further equivalence, giving the
following theorem.
Theorem A.3. Let α < ω1. For a space X with separable dual, the following are
equivalent:
(i) X has Szlenk index at most ωαω.
(ii) X satisfies subsequential Tα,c upper tree estimates for some c ∈ (0, 1).
(iii) X embeds into a space Z with an FDD (Ei) which satisfies subsequential Tα,c
upper block estimates in Z for some c ∈ (0, 1).
We are able to combine the previous two theorems using ideas in [OSZ3] to prove
the following universality result.
Theorem A.4. For each α < ω1 there exists a Banach space Z with a shrinking
FDD and Szlenk index at most ωαω+1 such that Z is universal for the collection of
spaces with separable dual and Szlenk index at most ωαω.
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In particular, the universal space Z will be of the form (
∑
n∈NXn)`2 , where Xn
has an FDD satisfying subsequential Tα, n
n+1
upper block estimates and Xn is universal
for all Banach spaces with separable dual which satisfy subsequential Tα, n
n+1
upper
tree estimates.
Theorem A.4 represents a quantitative version of a result first shown by Dodos
and Ferenczi [DF], which states that for every α < ω1 there is a Banach space with
separable dual which is universal for all separable Banach spaces whose Szlenk index
does not exceed α. While the proofs in [DF] use methods of descriptive set theory
developed by Bossard, our proofs will rely on the concepts like infinite asymptotic
games, trees and branches as introduced in [OS1] and [OS2].
B. Definitions and Lemmas
Our main result characterizes subspaces and quotients of spaces having an FDD with
subsequential V upper block estimate, where V is an unconditional, right dominant,
and block stable basic sequence. The case when V = Tα,c is Tsirelson’s space is
intimately related to the Szlenk index (see Proposition B.5) , and has become an
important property in the fertile area between descriptive set theory and the classi-
fication of Banach spaces [OSZ3]. For basic notions like (shrinking and boundedly
complete) FDDs and their projection constants and blockings we refer to [OSZ3]. If
Z is a Banach spaces with an FDD E = (Ei), we denote by c00(⊕Ei) the dense linear
subspace of Z spanned by (Ei) and its closure by [Ei] = [Ei]Z . We denote the closure
of c00(⊕E∗i ) inside Z∗ by Z(∗). If (Ei), is shrinking it follows that Z(∗) = Z∗ and if
(Ei) is boundedly complete, then Z
(∗) is the predual of Z. If A ⊂ N, is finite, or
cofinite, we denote the natural projection onto the closed span of (Ei : i ∈ A) by PEA ,
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i.e.
PEA : Z → Z, P
( ∞∑
i=1
xi
)
=
∑
i∈A
xi, whenever xi ∈ Ei, for i ∈ N so that
∞∑
i=1
xi ∈ Z.
For α < ω1 and c ∈ (0, 1), the definition of the Tsirelson space T(α,c) and the
relevant properties of T(α,c) for us can also be found in [OSZ2]. Let us also recall the
following notion from [OSZ2].
Definition B.1. Let Z be a Banach space with an FDD (En), let V = (vi) be a
normalized 1-unconditional basis, and let 1 ≤ C < ∞. We say that (En) satisfies
subsequential C-V -upper block estimates if every normalized block sequence (zi) of
(En) in Z is C-dominated by (vmi), where mi = min suppE(zi) for all i ∈ N. We
say that (En) satisfies subsequential C-V -lower block estimates if every normalized
block sequence (zi) of (En) in Z C-dominates (vmi), where mi = min suppE(zi) for all
i ∈ N. We say that (En) satisfies subsequential V -upper (or lower) block estimates if
it satisfies subsequential C-V -upper (or lower) block estimates for some 1 ≤ C <∞.
Subsequential V -upper block estimates and subsequential V -lower block esti-
mates are dual properties, as shown in the following proposition from [OSZ2].
Proposition B.2. [OSZ2, Proposition 3] Assume that Z has an FDD (Ei), and let
V = (vi) be a 1-unconditional normalized basic sequence with biorthogonal functionals
V ∗ = (v∗i ). The following statements are equivalent:
(a) (Ei) satisfies subsequential V -upper block estimates in Z.
(b) (E∗i ) satisfies subsequential V
∗-lower block estimates in Z(∗).
Moreover, if (Ei) is bimonotone in Z, then the equivalence holds true if one replaces,
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for some C ≥ 1, V -upper estimates by C-V -upper estimates in (a) and V ∗-lower block
estimates by C-V ∗-lower block estimates in (b).
It is important to note that if a Banach space Z has an FDD (En) which satisfies
subsequential V -upper block estimates where V = (vi) is weakly null, then (En) is
shrinking. Indeed, any normalized block sequence of (En) is dominated by a weakly
null sequence, and is thus weakly null. Thus if V is weakly null, a necessary condition
for a Banach space X to be isomorphic to a quotient or subspace of a Banach space
with an FDD satisfying subsequential V -upper block estimates is that X have sepa-
rable dual. This is important as spaces with separable dual may be analyzed using
weakly null trees . In this paper we will need in particular weakly null even trees (see
[OSZ3]).
In order to index weakly null even trees, we denote
T even∞ = {(n1, n2, ..., n2`) : n1 < n2 < ... < n2` are in N and ` ∈ N}.
Definition B.3. If X is a Banach space, an indexed family (xα)α∈T even∞ ⊂ X is called
an even tree. Sequences of the form (xn1,...,n2`−1,k)
∞
k=n2`−1+1 are called nodes. Sequences
of the form (n2`−1, xn1,...,n2`)
∞
`=1 are called branches. A normalized tree is called weakly
null if every node is a weakly null sequence. In case that X has an FDD (Ei), we say
that a normalized tree is a block tree (with respect to (Ei)) if every node is a block
sequence with respect to (Ei).
Note that if (Ei) is shrinking, every weakly null tree can be refined (passing to
subsequences of the nodes) to a tree which is a perturbation of a block tree.
If Z is a Banach space with an FDD (En), and X is a closed subspace of Z then
any weakly null even tree has a branch equivalent to a block basis of (En). Thus
if (En) satisfies subsequential V -upper block estimates then every weakly null even
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tree in X has a branch dominated by a subsequence of V . We can carry this even
further if V is right dominant: we say that (vi) is C-right-dominant (respectively,
C-left-dominant) if for all sequences m1 < m2 < . . . and n1 < n2 < . . . of positive
integers with mi≤ni for all i∈N we have that (vmi) is C-dominated by (respectively,
C-dominates) (vni). We say that (vi) is right-dominant or left-dominant if for some
C≥1 it is C-right-dominant or C-left-dominant, respectively.
If (vi) is right dominant and X is a subspace of a space with an FDD satisfying
subsequential V -upper block estimates, then every weakly null even tree (xα)α∈T even∞
has a branch (n2`−1, xn1,...,n2`)
∞
`=1 such that (xn1,...,n2`)
∞
`=1 is dominated by (vn2`−1)
∞
`=1.
We make this into a coordinate free condition with the following definition.
Definition B.4. Let X be a Banach space, V = (vi) be a normalized 1-unconditional
basis, and 1 ≤ C < ∞. We say that X satisfies subsequential C-V -upper tree esti-
mates if every weakly null even tree (xα)α∈T even∞ in X has a branch (n2`−1, xn1,...,n2`)
∞
`=1
such that (xn1,...,n2`)
∞
`=1 is C-dominated by (vn2`−1)
∞
`=1.
We say that X satisfies subsequential V -upper tree estimates if it satisfies subse-
quential C-V -upper tree estimates for some 1 ≤ C <∞.
If X is a subspace of a dual space, we say that X satisfies subsequential C-
V -lower w∗tree estimates if every w∗ null even tree (xα)α∈T even∞ in X has a branch
(n2`−1, xn1,...,n2`)
∞
`=1 such that (xn1,...,n2`)
∞
`=1 C-dominates (vn2`−1)
∞
`=1.
A comprehensive survey on the Szlenk index can be found in [L]. We will need the
following description of the Szlenk index using Tsirelson spaces. It can be deduced
from results in [OSZ3]: the implication (i)⇒(ii) follows from [OSZ3, Corollary 19]
in the same way as the implication (i)⇒(ii) of [OSZ3, Theorem 21] (the assumed
reflexivity is irrelevant for that part). The implication (ii)⇒(i) follows from the
computation of the Szlenk index of Tα,c in [OSZ3, Proposition 16] as well as the
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description of the Szlenk index provided in [AJO](see also [OSZ3, Theorem 12]).
We denote the Szlenk index of a separable Banach space by Sz(X).
Proposition B.5. For a Banach space X with separable dual and an ordinal α < ω1
the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) Sz(X) ≤ ωαω.
(ii) There is a 0 < c < 1 so that X satisfies subsequential (t
(α,c)
i ) upper tree esti-
mates, where (t
(α,c)
i ) denotes the canonical basis of Tα,c.
We have a property of trees and a property of FDDs, and our goal is to show how
they are related. Zippin’s theorem allows us to embed a Banach space with separable
dual into a space with shrinking FDD. Our next step will be to then pass information
about trees in the space to information about δ¯-skipped blocks of the FDD, which we
define here.
Definition B.6. Let E = (Ei) be an FDD for a Banach space Y and let δ¯ = (δi)
with δi ↓ 0. A sequence (yi) ⊂ SY is called a δ¯ − skipped block w.r.t. (Ei) if there
exists integers 1 = k0 < k1 < ... so that for all i ∈ N,
‖PE(ki−1,ki)yi − yi‖ < δi.
The following proposition is an adaptation of Proposition 5 in [OSZ2] for the
case (Ei) is shrinking, but not necessarily boundedly complete and for the case where
X is a w∗-closed subspace of a dual space. We will need to first recall some notation
introduced in [OSZ2].
Given a Banach space X, we let (N×SX)ω denote the set of all sequences (ki, xi),
where k1 < k2 < . . . are positive integers, and (xi) is a sequence in SX . We equip
the set (N×SX)ω with the product topology of the discrete topologies of N and SX .
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Given A ⊂ (N×SX)ω and ε>0, we let
Aε =
{
(`i, yi)i∈N∈(N×SX)ω : ∃ (ki, xi)i∈N∈A ki≤`i , ‖xi−yi‖<ε·2−i ∀ i∈N
}
,
and we let A be the closure of A in (N×SX)ω.
Given A⊂ (N×SX)ω, we say that an even tree (xα)α∈T even∞ in X has a branch in
A if there exist n1<n2<. . . in N such that
(
(n2i−1, x(n1,n2,...,n2i)) : i ∈ N
)∈A.
Let Z be a Banach space with an FDD (Ei) and assume that Z contains X.
For each m∈N we set Zm =
⊕
i>mEi. Given ε> 0, we consider the following game
between players S (subspace chooser) and P (point chooser). The game has an infinite
sequence of moves; on the nth move (n ∈N) S picks kn,mn ∈N and P responds by
picking xn ∈ SX with d(xn, Zmn) < ε′ ·2−n, where ε′ = min{ε, 1}. S wins the game
if the sequence (ki, xi) the players generate ends up in A5ε, otherwise P is declared
the winner. We will refer to this as the (A, ε)-game. More about this game and its
connection to trees can be found in [OSZ2].
Proposition B.7. Let X be an infinite-dimensional closed subspace of a space Z with
an FDD (Ei). Let A ⊂ (N× SX)ω. If (Ei) is shrinking, or if Z is a dual space with
X ⊂ Z w∗closed then the following are equivalent.
(a) For all ε > 0 there exists (Ki) ⊂ N with K1 < K2 < ..., δ = (δi) ⊂ (0, 1) with
δi ↘ 0, and a blocking F = (Fi) of (Ei) such that if (xi) ⊂ SX is a δ-skipped
block sequence of (Fn) in Z with ||xi − P F(ri−1,ri)xi|| < δi for all i ∈ N, where
1 ≤ r0 < r1 < r2 < ..., then (Kri−1 , xi) ∈ Aε.
(b) For all ε > 0 S has a winning strategy for the (A, ε)-game.
If (Ei) is shrinking, then (a) and (b) are equivalent to
(c) for all ε > 0 every normalized, weakly null even tree in X has a branch in Aε.
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If Z is a dual space and X ⊂ Z is w∗ closed, then (a) and (b) are equivalent to
(d) for all ε > 0 every normalized, w∗ null even tree in X has a branch in Aε.
Proof. The proofs of the implications (b) ⇒ (a) ⇒ (d) ⇒ (b) shown in the reflexive
case in Proposition 5 in [OSZ2] still hold in the nonreflexive case when Z is a dual
space and X ⊂ Z is w∗ closed. The proof still works, as in this case BX is w∗ compact
and the proof in [OSZ2] only relies on reflexivity when it uses that the unit ball of a
reflexive space is weakly compact.
For the case in which (Ei) is shrinking, the proofs of the implications (b)⇒ (a)⇒
(c) shown for the reflexive case still work. The proof for the implication (c) ⇒ (b)
requires some adaptation which we provide here.
Let Zm =
⊕
i>mEi. Assume that S does not have a winning strategy for the
(A, ε′) game for some 1 > ε′ > 0. We let ε = 1
5(1+C)
ε′ where C = supn∈N ||PE[1,n]||. As
this game is determined [M] , there exists a winning strategy φ for the point chooser.
The function φ takes values in SX : if (ki), (mi) ∈ [N]ω are the choices by player S
and if zn = φ(k1,m1, ..., kn,mn) for all n ∈ N, then d(zi, Zmi) < ε′2−i for all i ∈ N
and (ki, zi) 6∈ A5ε′ . We will define a new winning strategy for P based on φ. For
each n ∈ N and sequence ((k1,m1, ..., kn, kn + i) : i ∈ N) ⊂ T even∞ we may pass to a
subsequence ((k1,m1, ..., kn, `i) : i ∈ N) such that for xi = φ(k1,m1, ..., kn, `i) we have
that (xi) is weakly Cauchy and
||PE[1,n](xi − xj)|| < ε2−j ∀n ∈ N and i > j ≥ n. (3.1)
We define the new winning strategy ψ for P by ψ(k1,m1, ..., kn, i) = φ(k1,m1, ..., kn, `i).
We use ψ to create a normalized even tree (xα)α∈T even∞ by setting
x(k1,m1,...,k`,m`) = ψ(k1,m1, ..., k`,m`).
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We have that d(xi, Z`i) < ε
′2−n, hence ||PE[1,i]xi|| < Cε2−n, where C = supn∈N ||PE[1,n]||.
The nodes (x(k1,m1,...,kn,i))i>kn are weakly Cauchy, but may not be weakly null. Let
(k1,m1, ..., kn, N) ∈ T even∞ and define xi = x(k1,m1,...,kn,i) for i ≥ N . The sequence
(PE(i,∞)xi)i≥N is weakly null so there exists (a
(N)
i )
K(N)
i=N = (ai)
K
i=N ⊂ [0, 1] such that∑K
i=N ai = 1 and ||
∑K
i=N aiP
E
(i,∞)xi|| < ε2−n. We now set
y(k1,m1,...,kn,N) =
xN −
∑
aixi
||xN −
∑
aixi|| .
We have that∥∥∥∥∥
K∑
i=N
aixi
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤
K∑
i=N
ai||PE[1,i]xi||+
∥∥∥∥∥
K∑
i=N
aiP
E
(i,∞)xi
∥∥∥∥∥ <
K∑
i=N
aiCε2
−n + ε2−n = (1 + C)ε2−n.
Thus for all (ki), (mi) ∈ [N]ω we get that
‖x(k1,m1,...,kn,N) − y(k1,m1,...,kn,N)‖ =
∥∥∥(||xN −∑ aixi|| − 1)xN +∑ aixi||xN −∑ aixi||
∥∥∥
<
2(1 + C)ε2−n
1− (1 + C)ε2−n < 5(1 + C)ε2
−n = ε′2−n.
No branch of (xα)α∈T even∞ is contained in A5ε′ , thus no branch of (yα)α∈T even∞ is contained
in Aε′ . Thus if we show that the nodes of (yα)α∈T even∞ are weakly null, then we have
that (a) does not hold. We consider the node (y(k1,m1,...,kn,N))N>kn and deduce from
the choice of (y(k1,m1,...kn,N) and (a
(N)
i ) and from (3.1) that
||P[1,N ]y(k1,m1,...,kn,N)||<2
∥∥∥P[1,N ](xN −∑a(N)i xi)∥∥∥≤2∑ai||P[1,N ](xN − xi)||<2ε2−N .
Thus ||P[1,N ]y(k1,m1,...,kn,N)|| → 0 and hence (y(k1,m1,...,kn,N)) is weakly null as (Ei) is
shrinking.
Remark. In the proof of Theorem A.1, we will apply Proposition B.7 for the case
that A = {(ni, xi)∞i=1 |(vni) dominates (xi)} where (vi) is a 1-unconditional, basic
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sequence. When applying the proposition, we are required to first block the FDD.
As we will be applying multiple theorems that require us to block an FDD, we want
our results about δ¯-skipped blocks to be preserved under blockings. However, if we
have a blocking (Hi) of (Ei), a δ¯- skipped block of (Hi) may not be a δ¯-skipped block
of (Ei) as skipped blocks are defined to skip exactly one coordinate. Fortunately if
(Ei) is bimonotone, it will be true that a δ¯- skipped block of (Hi) will be a δ¯-skipped
block of (Ei). For the case that (Ei) is not bimonotone, δ¯-skipped blocks of (Hi) will
be 2Kδ¯-skipped blocks of (Ei) where K is the projection constant of (Ei). This will
allow us to apply theorems about blockings in succession.
We will be concerned with a space X which satisfies subsequential V -upper tree
estimates. However the nature of our proofs require us to work with X∗ as well. This
is because some of the blocking techniques which we use depend on the FDD being
boundedly complete.
Lemma B.8. Let X be a Banach space, V = (vi) be a normalized 1-unconditional ba-
sis. If X satisfies subsequential V -upper tree estimates, then X∗ satisfies subsequential
V ∗-lower w∗ tree estimates.
Proof. X has separable dual, so by [DFJP, Corollary 8] there exists a space Z with
a shrinking and bimonotone FDD (Fi) for which there is a quotient map Q : Z → X.
After renorming X we may assume that it has the quotient norm ||x|| = infQy=x ||y||
for all x ∈ X. This gives that Q∗ is an isometric embedding of X∗ into Z∗. Further-
more, (F ∗i ) is a boundedly complete FDD for Z
∗ as (Fi) is shrinking.
Let (xα)α∈T even∞ ⊂ SX∗ be a w∗-null tree. We will consider nodes of (xα) in-
dividually, thus we fix an s = (n1, ..., n2k−1) ∈ [N]<ω. We have that the sequence
(x(s,i))
∞
i=n2k−1+1 is w
∗ null, and thus (Q∗x(s,i))∞i=n2k−1+1 is w
∗ null in Z∗ as Q∗ is
w∗ to w∗ continuous. Hence after passing to a subsequence we may assume that
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||P F ∗[1,i)Q∗x(s,i)|| < 2−i. As (Fi) is bimonotone, there exists y(s,i) ∈ SZ such that
||P F[1,i)y(s,i)|| = 0 and Q∗x(s,i)(y(s,i)) > 1 − 2−i. The sequence (y(s,i))∞i=n2k−1+1 is coor-
dinate wise null and hence weakly null as (Fi) is shrinking. Thus (Qy(s,i))
∞
i=n2k−1+1 is
weakly null. By passing again to a subsequence, we may assume the conditions that
|x(s,i)(Qy(n1,...,n2`))| < 2−i and |x(n1,...,n2`)(Qy(s,i))| < 2−i for all 1 ≤ ` < k and i ∈ N,
i > n2k−1. The first condition may be assumed because (x(s,i))∞i=1 is w
∗-null, and the
second condition may be assumed because (Qy(s,i))
∞
i=1 is w-null.
Let (n2k−1, Qy(n1,...,n2k))
∞
k=1 be a branch of the weak null tree (Qyα)α∈T even∞ such
that (vn2k−1)
∞
k=1 C-dominates (Qy(n1,...,n2k))
∞
k=1 for some C > 0. Let (ai) ∈ c00 such
that ||∑ aiv∗i || = 1. There exists (bi) ∈ c00 such that ||∑ bivi|| = 1 and ∑ aibi = 1
as (vi) is bimonotone. Furthermore, sign(ai) = sign(bi) as (vi) is 1-unconditional. We
have that,
1 = ||
∞∑
i=1
aiv
∗
i ||
=
∞∑
i=1
aibi
≤
∞∑
i=1
aibi
22i
22i − 1x(n1,...,n2i)(Qy(n1,...,n2i))
≤ 4
3
(
∞∑
k=1
akx(n1,...,n2k))(
∞∑
`=1
b`Qy(n1,...,n2`)) +
4
3
∞∑
k=1
∑
`6=k
|x∗(n1,...,n2k)(Qy(n1,...,n2`))|
≤ 4
3
(
∞∑
k=1
akx(n1,...,n2k))(
∞∑
`
b`Qy(n1,...,n2`)) +
2
3
< C
4
3
||
∞∑
k=1
akx(n1,...,n2k)||+
2
3
.
Hence (x(n1,...,n2k))
∞
k=1 4C-dominates (v
∗
n2k−1)
∞
k=1. Thus X
∗ satisfies subsequential
V ∗-lower w∗ tree estimates.
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Proposition B.7 allows us to pass from information about trees to information
about δ¯-skipped blocks of an FDD (En). To go from information about δ¯-skipped
blocks to blocks in general, we will renorm the FDD (En) to form a new space.
Let Z be a space with an FDD E = (En) and let V = (vi) be a normalized 1-
unconditional basic sequence. The space ZV = ZV (E) is defined to be the completion
of c00(
⊕
En) with respect to the following norm ‖ · ‖ZV .
‖z‖ZV = max
k∈N, 1≤n0<n1<...<nk
∥∥∥ k∑
j=1
‖PE[nj−1,nj)(z)
∥∥∥
Z
· vnj−1‖V for z ∈ c00(Ei).
We note that if ‖·‖ and ‖·‖′ are equivalent norms on Z then the corresponding norms
‖ · ‖ZV and ‖ · ‖′ZV are equivalent on c00(
⊕
En). This allows us, when examining the
space ZV , to assume that (En) is bimonotone in Z. The following proposition from
[OSZ2] is what makes the space ZV essential for us. Recall that a basic sequence is
called C-block stable for some C ≥ 1 if any two normalized block bases (xi) and (yi)
with
max
(
supp(xi) ∪ supp(yi)
)
< min
(
supp(xi+1) ∪ supp(yi+1)
)
for all i∈N
are C-equivalent. We say that (vi) is block-stable if it is C-block-stable for some
constant C.
The following Proposition recalls some properties of ZV which where shown in
[OSZ2].
Proposition B.9. [OSZ2, Corollary 7, Lemma 8 and 10] Let V = (vi) be a normal-
ized, 1-unconditional, and C-block-stable basic sequence. If Z is a Banach space with
an FDD (Ei), then (Ei) satisfies 2C-V -lower block estimates in Z
V (E).
If the basis (vi) is boundedly complete then (Ei) is a boundedly complete basis for
ZV (E).
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If the basis (vi) is shrinking and if (Ei) is shrinking in Z, then (Ei) is a shrinking
FDD for ZV (E).
In proving our main theorem we will show that if X satisfies subsequential V -
upper tree estimates then it is isomorphic to a subspace of some ZV (E) and is iso-
morphic to quotient of some ZV (F ).
C. Proofs of Main Results
Proof of Theorem A.1. 1) ⇒ 4) (vi) is D-right-dominant for some D ≥ 1, from
which we can easily deduce that (v∗i ) is D-left-dominant. By [DFJP, Corollary
8] there exists a space Z with a shrinking and bimonotone FDD (Ei) for which
there is a quotient map Q : Z → X. The map Q∗ : X∗ → Z∗ is an into iso-
morphism. By Lemma B.8 we have that X∗ satisfies subsequential C-V ∗ lower
w∗ tree estimates for some C ≥ 1. As Q∗X∗ ⊂ Z∗ is w∗ closed, we may ap-
ply Proposition B.7 with A = {(ni, xi)∞i=1 |(xi) C-dominates (vni)} and ε > 0 such
that A¯ε ⊂ {(ni, xi)∞i=1 |(xi) 2C-dominates (vni)}. This gives sequences (Ki) ∈ [N]ω
and δ¯ = (δi) ⊂ (0, 1) and a blocking (Fi) of (E∗i ) such that if (xi) ⊂ SX∗ and
||xi − P F(ri−1,ri)(xi)|| < δi for some (ri) ∈ [N]ω then (Kri−1, xi) ∈ A¯ε. Hence, the
sequence (xi) 2C-dominates (vKri−1).
We choose a blocking G = (Gi) of (Fi) defined by Gi =
∑mj
i=mj−1+1 Fj for some
(mi) ∈ [N]ω such that there exists (en) ⊂ SX∗ with ||en−PGn (en)|| < δn for all n ∈ N.
In order to continue we need the following result from [OS1] which is based on an
argument due to W. B. Johnson [J]. Corrollary 4.4 was stated in [OS1] for a reflexive
spaces, but the proof shows that it is enough to assume that X is a w∗-closed subspace
of a dual space with boundedly complete FDD. Also note that conditions (d) and (e)
which where not stated follow easily from the proof.
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Proposition C.1. [OS1, Lemma 4.3 and Corollary 4.4] Let Y be a Banach space
which is a subspace of a Banach space Z with a boundedly complete FDD A = (Ai)
having projection constant K. Let η¯ = (ηi) ⊂ (0, 1) with ηi ↓ 0. Then there exists
(Ni)
∞
i=1 ∈ [N]ω such that the following holds. Given (ki)∞i=0 ∈ [N]ω and x ∈ SX , there
exists xi ∈ X and ti ∈ (Nki−1−1, Nki−1) for all i ∈ N with N0 = 0 and t0 = 0 such that
(a) x =
∑∞
i=1 xi, and for all i ∈ N we have
(b) either ||xi|| < ηi or ||xi − PA(ti−1,ti)xi|| < ηi||xi||,
(c) ||xi − PA(ti−1,ti)x|| < ηi,
(d) ||xi|| < K + 1,
(e) ||PAti x|| < ηi.
We apply Proposition C.1 to the FDD A = G and η¯ = δ¯ which gives a sequence
(Ni) ∈ [N]ω. We set Hj =
⊕Nj
i=Nj−1+1Gi for each j ∈ N. To make notation easier we
let V ∗M = (v
∗
Mi
) be the subsequence of (v∗i ) defined by Mi = NKmi .
Fix x ∈ SQ∗X∗ and a sequence (ni)∞i=0 ∈ [N]ω, the proof in [OSZ2, Theorem 12
(a)] shows∥∥∥ ∞∑
i=1
‖PH[ni−1,ni)(x)
∥∥∥
Z∗
· v∗Mni−1‖V ∗ ≤ 4D
2C(1 + 2∆ + 2) + 2 + 3∆.
where ∆ =
∑∞
i=1 δi. Thus the norms || · ||Z and || · ||(Z∗)V ∗M are equivalent on Q∗X∗.
As the norm on each Hj is unchanged, a coordinate wise null sequence in Q
∗X∗ ⊂ Z∗
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will still be coordinate wise null in (Z∗)V
∗
M . Hence the map Q∗ : X∗ → (Z∗)V ∗M is still
w∗ to w∗ continuous.
We have that (Z∗)V
∗
M has a boundedly complete FDD (Hj) which satisfies sub-
sequential V ∗M lower block estimates by Proposition B.9. We can now fill in the
FDD. We let BMj = Hj for all j ∈ N and we let Bj = R for each j 6∈ (Mi). For
x = (xj) ∈ c00(Bj) we define
‖x‖ =
∥∥∥∑
j∈N
xMj
∥∥∥
(Z∗)V
∗
M
+
∑
j 6∈M
|xj|.
We let Y be the completion of c00(⊕Bj) under this norm. (Bj) satisfies subsequential
V ∗ block lower block estimates. Y is clearly isometrically isomorphic to (Z∗)V
∗
M ⊕ `1
or (Z∗)V
∗
M ⊕ `n1 for some n ∈ N0. Thus the natural embedding of (Z∗)V ∗M into Y is
w∗ to w∗ continuous. Hence there is a w∗ to w∗ continuous embedding of X∗ into
Y . Finally, from the fact that (Hj) satisfies subsequential V
∗
M lower block estimates
in (Z∗)V
∗
M it is not hard to deduce that (Bj) satisfies subsequential V
∗ lower block
estimates in Y .
4) ⇒ 3) This is clear because if (F ∗i ) is a boundedly complete FDD of Z∗ then
(Fi) is a shrinking FDD of Z and a w
∗ − w∗ continuous embedding T : X∗ → Z∗
must be the dual of some quotient map Q : Z → X. Also, (F ∗i ) having subsequential
V ∗-lower block estimates is equivalent to (Fi) having subsequential V -upper block
estimates due to Proposition B.2.
3) ⇒ 1) Let (Fi) be a bimonotone shrinking FDD which satisfies subsequential
V upper block estimates, and Q : Z → X be a quotient map. There exists C > 0
such that BX ⊂ Q(CB[Fi]). We will need the following lemma.
Lemma C.2. Let X and Z be Banach spaces, F = (Fi) be a bimonotone FDD for Z,
and Q : Z → X be a quotient map. If (xi) ⊂ SX is weakly null and Q(CBZ) ⊇ BX
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for some C > 0 then for all ε > 0 and n ∈ N there exists N ∈ N and z ∈ 2CBZ such
that P[1,n]z = 0 and ||Qz − xN || < ε.
Proof. Let zi ∈ CBX such that Qzi = xi. After passing to a subsequence (zki)
and perturbing we may assume instead that P F[1,n]zki = z0 for some z0 ∈ CBX , and
that ||Qzki − xki || < ε/3. As (xki) is weakly null, 0 must be in the closure of the
convex hull of (xki). Hence there is some finite sequence (ai)
m
i=2 ⊂ [0, 1] such that
||∑mi=2 aixki || < ε/3 and ∑mi=2 ai = 1. Let z = zk1 −∑mi=2 aizki . Hence, z ∈ 2CBZ
and P F[1,n]z = 0. We have that
||Qz−xk1||= ||Qzk1−xk1+
m∑
i=2
Qaizki ||≤||Qzk1−xk1||+
m∑
i=2
ai||Qzki−xki ||+||
m∑
i=2
aixki ||<ε.
Continuation of proof of Theorem A.1. Let εi = 2
−i and (xt)t∈T even∞ ⊂ SX be a
weakly null even tree. By Lemma C.2 we may pass to a subtree of (xt) so that
there exists a block tree (zt)t∈[N]<ω ⊂ 2CB[Fi] such that ||Q(zt) − xt|| < η2−max(t)
for all t ∈ T even∞ , where η ∈ (0, 1) is chosen small enough so that the following
holds: if (k2i−1, z(k1,...,k2i))
∞
i=1 is a branch of (zt) then (Qz(k1,...,k2i))
∞
i=1 is 2-equivalent to
(x(k1,...,ki))
∞
i=1. Choose a branch (k2i−1, z(k1,...,k2i))
∞
i=1 such that max supp(z(k1,...,k2i)) <
k2i+1 < min supp(z(k1,...,k2i+2)) for all i ∈ N. Thus (z(k1,...,k2i)) is dominated by (vk2i−1)
as (vi) is block stable. Hence (x(k1,...,ki)) is dominated by (vk2i−1). Thus X satisfies
subsequential V upper tree estimates.
2) ⇒ 1) We assume that X is a quotient of a space Z with separable dual such
that Z satisfies subsequential V upper tree estimates. By the implication 1) ⇒ 3)
applied to Z, Z is the quotient of a space Y with an FDD satisfying subsequential V
upper block estimates. X is then also a quotient of Y , so by the implication 3)⇒ 1)
we have that X satisfies subsequential V upper tree estimates.
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1) ⇒ 5) From the already shown equivalences of the conditions (1) and (3)
we know that there exists a Banach space W with a shrinking FDD (Ej) having
subsequential V upper block estimates and a quotient map Q : W  X. By Zippins
theorem, we may assume that there also exists a Banach space Z with shrinking
FDD (Fj) and an isometric embedding i : X ↪→ Z. Thus we have a quotient map
i∗ : [F ∗j ] = Z
∗  X∗ and an embedding Q∗ : X∗ ↪→ [E∗j ] = W ∗. We have that (E∗j )
satisfies subsequential V ∗ lower block estimates. We shall put a new norm ||| · ||| on
c00(⊕F ∗j ) so that if we denote the completion of c00(⊕F ∗j ) with respect to that norm by
Z˜ the following holds: the map i∗ : c00(⊕F ∗j )→ X∗ extends to a continuous quotient
map from Z˜ to X∗, Z˜ is still a dual space, the extension is still w∗ continuous, and
(F ∗j ) satisfies subsequential V
∗ lower block estimates in Z˜.
After passing to blockings of (Ej) and (Fj) we may assume using Proposition B.7
and Johnson and Zippin’s blocking lemma [JZ] that there exists δj ↘ 0 and (mj) ∈
[N]ω such that every δ¯-skipped block in i(X) with respect to (Fj) has subsequential
(vmj) upper block estimates and for all k < ` that
‖P F[1,k)Qz‖ < δk and ‖P F[`,∞)Qz‖ < δ` for all z ∈ S⊕j∈(k,`) Fj .
Let k < `, z∗ ∈ ⊕j∈(k,`) F ∗j , and w ∈ c00(⊕Ej). We have that Q∗i∗z∗(w) =
z∗|X(Qw) = z∗(Qw). Thus,
|PE∗[1,k)Q∗i∗z∗(w)| = |z∗(QPE[1,k)w)| = |P F
∗
(k,`)z
∗(QPE[1,k)w)|
= |z∗(P F(k,`)QPE[1,k)w)| ≤ ‖P F(k,∞)QPE[1,k)w‖ < δk.
Hence we have that ‖PE∗[1,k)Q∗i∗z∗‖ < δk. Similarly, we have that ‖PE
∗
[`,∞)Q
∗i∗z∗‖ < δ`.
This verifies the conclusion of Proposition 18 in [OSZ2] for Q∗i∗ : [F ∗j ] → [E∗j ].
Proposition 18 was only stated reflexive spaces in [OSZ2], and that is exactly what
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limited the proof of in [OSZ2, Theorem 12 part b)] to reflexive spaces. Thus, we may
follow the proof of Theorem 12 part b) to finish our proof of (5)⇒(1).
Finally, since the missing implications (1)⇒(5) and (3)⇒(2) are trivial, we fin-
ished the proof of the theorem.
The proof of the following result is an adaptation of the proof Theorem 21 in
[OSZ2] to the non refllexive case.
Corollary C.3. Let V = (vi) be an unconditional, shrinking, block stable, and right
dominant normalized basic sequence. There is a Banach space Y with a shrinking
FDD (Ei) satisfying subsequential V upper block estimates such that if a Banach
space X has subsequential V upper tree estimates, then X embeds into Y .
Proof. By Schechtman’s result [Sc] there exists a space W with a bimonotone FDD
E = (Ei) with the property that any space X with bimonotone FDD F = (Fi)
naturally almost isometrically embeds into W , i.e. for any ε > 0 there is a (1 + ε)-
embedding T : X → W and a subsequence (ki) of N , such that T (Fi) = Eki .
Since V ∗ is boundedly complete it follows from Proposition B.7 that the sequence
(E∗i ) is a boundedly complete FDD of the space (W
(∗))V
∗
. It follows that (Ei) is a
shrinking FDD of the space Y =
(
W (∗))V
∗)(∗)
and that Y ∗ = (W (∗))V
∗
. We denote
by ‖ · ‖W , ‖ · ‖W (∗) , ‖ · ‖Y , ‖ · ‖Y ∗ the norms in W , W (∗), Y and Y ∗ respectively.
By Proposition B.9 (E∗i ) satisfies subsequential V
∗ lower block estimates in
(W (∗))V
∗
, and, thus, by Proposition B.2 (E∗i ) satisfies subsequential V upper block
estimates in Y (recall that Y (∗) = Y ∗ = (W (∗))V
∗
).
We now have to show that a space X which satisfies subsequential V upper tree
estimates embeds in Y . By Theorem A.1 we can assume that X has a bimonotone
FDD (Fi) satisfying subsequential V upper block estimates. By our choice of W we
can assume that X is the complemented subspace of W generated by a subsequence
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(Eki) of (Ei). We need to show that on X the norms ‖ · ‖W and ‖ · ‖Y are equivalent.
Let C ≥ 1 be chosen so that (vi) is C-block stable and C-right dominant (thus
(v∗i ) is C-block stable and C-left dominant) and such that (E
∗
ki
) satisfies subsequential
V ∗ C-lower block estimates in X(∗). Let w∗ ∈ c00(⊕F ∗i ) = c00(⊕E∗ki). Clearly, we
have ‖w∗‖W (∗) ≤ ‖w∗‖Y ∗ . Choose 1 ≤ m0 < m1 < . . . such that
‖w∗‖Y ∗ =
∥∥∥ ∞∑
i=1
‖PE∗[mi−1,mi)(w∗)‖W (∗)v∗mi−1
∥∥∥
V ∗
.
W.l.o.g we can assume that m0 = 1 and that P
E∗
[mi−1,mi)(w
∗) 6= 0, for i ∈ N. Since
w∗ ∈ c00(⊕E∗ki), we can choose j1 < j2 < . . . such that kji = min suppPE
∗
[mi−1,mi) and
deduce
‖w∗‖Y ∗ =
∥∥∥ ∞∑
i=1
‖PE∗[mi−1,mi)(w∗)‖W (∗)v∗mi−1
∥∥∥
V ∗
≤ C
∥∥∥ ∞∑
i=1
‖PE∗[mi−1,mi)(w∗)‖W (∗)v∗kji
∥∥∥
V ∗
≤ C2
∥∥∥ ∞∑
i=1
‖P F ∗[ji−1,ji)(w∗)‖W (∗)v∗ji
∥∥∥
V ∗
≤ C3‖w∗‖W (∗) .
This proves that ‖ · ‖W (∗) and ‖ · ‖Y (∗) are equivalent on c00(⊕Eki). Since X is 1-
complemented in W , and X∗ is 1-complemented in W (∗) and since
∑
i P
E∗
ki
is still a
norm 1-projection from Y ∗ onto c00(⊕(Eki)
Y ∗
it follows for any w ∈ c00(⊕Eki) that
1
C3
‖w‖W ≤ ‖W‖Y ≤ C3‖w‖W , which finishes the proof of our claim.
Combining Proposition B.5 with Theorem A.1 we obtain the following
Corollary C.4. Let α < ω1. For a space X with separable dual, the following are
equivalent:
(i) X has Szlenk index at most ωαω,
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(ii) X satisfies subsequential Tα,c upper block estimates for some c ∈ (0, 1),
(iii) X embeds into a space Z with an FDD (Ei) which satisfies subsequential Tα,c
upper block estimates in Z for some c ∈ (0, 1).
Corollary C.5. For each α < ω1 there exists a Banach space Zα with a shrinking
FDD and Szlenk index at most ωαω+1 such that Zα is universal for the collection of
spaces with separable dual and Szlenk index at most ωαω.
Proof. By Corollary C.3 for all n ∈ N there exists a Banach space Xn with an
FDD satisfying subsequential Tα, n
n+1
upper estimates which is universal for all Banach
spaces with separable dual which satisfy subsequential Tα, n
n+1
upper tree estimates.
Let Zα = (
⊕
Xn)`2 . We have that Zα is universal for the collection of spaces with
separable dual and Szlenk index at most ωαω by Corollary C.4. The Szlenk index of
Zα is at most ω
αω+1 as proven in [OSZ3].
D. Applications to L∞ Banach Spaces
A Banach space X is L∞ if there exists a constant C such that every finite dimen-
sional subspace of X is contained in some finite dimensional superspace which is
C-isomorphic to `n∞ for some n ∈ N. This local structure has a strong impact on
the infinite dimensional structure of the Banach space, as every infinite dimensional
L∞ Banach space is non-reflexive. Furthermore, every L∞ Banach space with sepa-
rable dual has its dual isomorphic to `1. Due to these properties, it was surprising
that in 1980 Bourgain and Delbaen constructed a class of infinite dimensional L∞
Banach space with separable dual which are reflexive saturated [BD]. In 2000 Hay-
don showed that each of the spaces in that class are in fact `p saturated for some
1 < p <∞[H]. Recently, Theorem A.3 was applied to show that every Banach space
X with separable dual embeds into a L∞ space with a shrinking basis [FOS]. With
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additional assumptions made on X, additional properties can be guaranteed for the
L∞ super-space. In particular, if `1 does not embed into X∗, then the L∞ space
can be constructed to not contain c0, and if X is reflexive then the L∞ space can
be constructed to be reflexive saturated. These constructions solve a problem posed
by Alspach [A], who asked essentially if there exists L∞ Banach spaces of arbitrarily
large Szlenk index which do not contain c0.
Upper estimates are applied in [FOS] by connecting them to c-decompositions
of linear functionals. These c-decompositions are used both in the construction of
the L∞ Banach spaces as well as the proof that they have separable dual. To further
illustrate the utility of upper estimates, we present here without proof the following
definition and lemma from [FOS].
Definition D.1. Let X be Banach space with an FDD E = (Ei) and let 0 < c < 1.
If x ∈ X ∩ c00(⊕Ei) we call a finite block sequence (x1, x2, . . . , x`) a c-decomposition
of x if
x =
∑`
i=1
xi, and for every i = 1, . . . `, either #suppE(xi) = 1 or ‖xi‖ ≤ c. (3.2)
It is easy to see that every x ∈ X ∩ c00(⊕Ei) has a c-decomposition. The optimal
c-decomposition (x1, . . . x`) of x ∈ X ∩ c00(⊕Ei) is defined as follows. We put n1 :=
minsuppE(x), and assuming we defined n1 < n2 < . . . nj, for some j ∈ N
nj+1 =

nj + 1 if ‖Pnj(x)‖ > c,
min{n : ‖P[nj ,n](x)‖ > c} if ‖Pnj(x)‖ ≤ c and if that minimum exists,
1 +maxsupp(x) otherwise.
There will be a smallest ` ∈ N so that n` = maxsupp(x). We put xj = P[nj ,nj+1)(x)
for j = 1, . . . , ` . It follows that (xj : j = 1, 2 . . . , `) is a c-decomposition and that,
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moreover, for all j = 1, 2 . . . b`/2c we have ‖x2j−1 + x2j‖ > c.
Let A ⊂ [N]<ω be compact, we call a c-decomposition (x1, x2, . . . , x`) of x A-
admissible if {
minsuppE(xi) : i = 1, 2 . . . `
} ∈ A.
We say (Ei) is (c,A)-admissible in X if every x ∈ SX ∩ c00(⊕Ei) has an A-
admissible c-decomposition.
Lemma D.2. Let X be a Banach space with a bimonotone FDD E = (Ei). Assume
that A ⊂ [N]<ω is compact, hereditary, and spreading, and that 0 < c < 1
2
and C ≥ 1.
a) Assume that D ⊂ BX(∗) ∩ c00(E∗i ) is d-norming X for some c < d ≤ 1 and that
every element of D has an A-admissible c-decomposition. Then (Ei) satisfies
subsequential 1
c
-Tc/d,B - upper estimates in X, where
B = BA =
{{n} ∪B1 ∪B2 : n ∈ N, B1, B2 ∈ A}.
b) Assume that (Ei) satisfies subsequential C − TA,c upper estimates, then there
exists a compact, hereditary, and spreading family G, depending on c, C and A,
such that (E∗i ) is (c,G) admissible in Z(∗).
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
We have proven that domination of weakly null sequences is a uniform property. That
is if (vi) is a normalized basic sequence and X is a Banach space such that every
normalized weakly null sequence in X has a subsequence that is dominated by (vi),
then there exists a uniform constant C ≥ 1 such that every normalized weakly null
sequence in X has a subsequence that is C-dominated by (vi). This is an extension of
theorems of Knaust and Odell who proved the case that (vi) is the unit vector basis
for c0 or `p with 1 < p <∞.
In the context of trees and finite dimensional decompositions, we have proven
that if V = (vi)
∞
i=1 satisfies some general conditions, then a Banach space X with
separable dual has subsequential V upper tree estimates if and only if it embeds into
a Banach space with a shrinking FDD which satisfies subsequential V upper block
estimates. Every Banach space with separable dual satisfies subsequential Tα,c upper
tree estimates for some countable ordinal α and constant 0 < c < 1, and thus our
theorem has application to every Banach space with separable dual. This connection
has allowed us to prove new theorems related to the Szlenk index and new theorems
related to embedding Banach spaces into L∞ spaces with separable dual.
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